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Underground coal seams, especially in great depth, are formed by low permeability coal rock. 
Mining operations produce a multiscale network of fractures in the coal seams. Simulation of 
fracture and damage mechanical problems using DEM models become popular. Permeability 
evolution in rocks is important for coal bed methane (CBM) and shale gas exploitation as well 
as for greenhouse gas storage. Therefore, this work presents laboratory tests and a coupled 
model using PFC3D and FLAC3D to simulate the stress induced permeability evolution in coal 
samples. The main content of the thesis can be summarized as follows: 
1. The use of X-ray CT technique is introduced to reconstruct coal samples. Basic mechanical 
properties are determined via lab testing. Numerical models are generated in PFC2D, PFC3D and 
FLAC3D, respectively.  
2. Laboratory tests are performed to investigate the permeability evolution. A newly 
developed experimental system is employed to perform 3-dimensional loading and to measure 
the flow rate simultaneously. The evolution process is described by five distinct phases in terms 
of permeability and deformation. Peak permeability appears after peak stress. Peak stress and 
peak permeability of the samples depend heavily on confining pressure.  
3. A new approach to simulate triaxial compression test is established with significant 
improved handling of the confinement. The tests are simulated in PFC3D using a flexible wall 
boundary. In this thesis, triaxial test model is verified by comparing stress-strain response and 
fracture pattern of coal samples tested in the laboratory. The composition of the samples (matrix 
and inclusions) influences the peak strength. Force chain development and crack distributions 
are also affected. Increasing confinement leads to a change of damage pattern.  
4. Coupled numerical simulations are described. The special designed coupling between 
PFC3D and FLAC3D is effective in simulating the permeability of damaged coal samples. The 
permeability of damaged coal samples is closely associated with crack pattern in general and 
crack width in particular. Relations between hydraulic properties and fracture data are 
established. A theoretical approach for evaluating the permeability is proposed based on 
fracture distribution and single crack behavior. The coupled models simulate the gas flow 
process (experimentally verified) as a function of opening and closure of microcracks. 
Permeability and volumetric strain show good nonlinear exponential relation after a newly 
introduced expansion point. Piecewise relations fit the whole process, the expansion point can 
be treated as critical point. The structural characteristics of the samples influence this relation 
before and after the expansion point significantly. 
 
Key words 
Coal sample, X-ray CT, sample reconstruction, 3-axial compression test, permeability 
evolution, DEM, FDM, flow path, deformation pattern, damage pattern, coupled numerical 
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* Units in this work may be different from given list, e.g. [Pa] is replaced by [MPa] etc. 
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1 General introduction 
1.1 Research background  
Coal occupies the major portion in the energy resource structure of China (National Bureau of 
Statistics of China, 2018). More electricity is in demand for industrial development and coal-
fired power plants are still the main power source for decades, according to Chinese National 
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC). Coal is also the basic material for many 
fertilizer and chemical products. China is the world’s largest consumer and producer of coal. 
As shown in Figure 1.1, the annual coal output increased significantly before 2014. Despite 
minor decreases in 2015 and 2016, the total output starts increasing again since 2017. An 
average increase of 75.5 million tons of coal was added to the total output every year. Along 
with the growth of production, more potential safety hazards were taken into consideration.  
 
Figure 1.1 China's total annual coal output and mortality per million tons of mined coal 
over the past 11 years (2008～2018) 
Environmental concerns and energy crisis are connected with each other. The exploitation and 
utilization of fossil resources is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, fossil resources 
contribute to the development of state economy and people’s livelihood; on the other hand, 
large amount of pollution affect the sustainable development. The economic development is 
restricted by the environmental degradation. The dynamic balance between fossil resource 
utilization and environment deterioration is an important task for all developing countries.  
Resource exhaustion is verified for the shallow coal seams, therefore exploitation is extended 
to greater depths. Man-made disasters are increasing at greater depths. Depth-dependent rock 
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mechanics became a pivotal research topic among scholars. Crustal stress, temperature and pore 
pressure become higher obviously with increasing depth. Mineral components, micro-structures 
and properties are also influenced by the depth, so mechanical behavior and engineering 
response are different to coal seams at shallow depth. Because of the extremely complex 
geological conditions, gas outbursts and water inrushes are happening more frequently. 
Especially the outburst of gas plays an important role during underground mining processes. 
These disasters are related to the fluid-solid coupling. 
Natural gas is an effective and relatively clean energy resource. By generating 1 GJ heat, only 
50.4 g CO2 emission is created, compared to 890 g for coal and 70.6 g for petroleum. Natural 
gas has higher combustion efficiency and less emission. Increasing production and utilization 
of natural gas can relieve the energy crisis and the environmental pollution. 
So not only coal itself is a valuable energy source, the coalbed methane (CBM) is also an 
important resource. As clean and less CO2 intensive fossil fuel, vast quantities of CBM are 
stored in coal seams. Finding an optimum method to exploit CBM was and is the focus of many 
scholars. This topic is connected with the exploitation of coal and still a tough challenge. 
Exploitation of CBM is also an effective technique to prevent gas hazard. Working faces are 
protected by pre-extraction of gas. Extraction and storage of CBM and shale gas are important 
to solve the energy problems in China. However, the gas flow is complex in porous coal seams. 
The flow of CBM or shale gas doesn’t follow the Darcy’s law inside deep lying rock/coal. So 
the permeability evolution is always a core problem in natural gas exploitation and storage. 
Petroleum is also an important energy source. Extraction and storage have been important 
research topics since the government’s tenth national five-year plan. A complete oil reserve 
system will be formed. This system will be essential to meet domestic supply and balance the 
market. But until now, the construction is still falling behind the most developed countries in 
Europe or the US. Because of the huge petroleum consumption and the underdeveloped reserve 
technologies, a consistent supply capability is not yet guaranteed. So the study in oil reserving 
techniques is still one of the priority subjects.  
There are still other challenges in exploitation and reserve of coal, natural gas and petroleum. 
Massive use of fossil energy has led to serious environmental hazards. Greenhouse gas 
emission, groundwater pollution and surface subsidence are typical cases. Among these 
problems, a proper design and construction of underground CO2 storage can help relieving 
emission burdens. Groundwater pollution may be caused by different sources, such as nuclear 
waste leakage and oil spills. Together with CBM and shale gas extraction mentioned before, all 
these cases are related to permeation and diffusion of gas or liquid and demand the 
consideration of fluid-solid coupling. Mechanical and geometrical effects have to be 
considered, therefore a simple application of flow equations is not sufficient to reflect the real 
behavior. Without considering the coupling effects, huge errors occur in the evaluation of the 
flow field. Therefore, study of dynamic permeation laws in low permeable media is conducted 
to develop and optimize exploitation and storage. This study is also necessary to prevent and 
control groundwater pollution, fluid waste contamination and greenhouse gas emission.  
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The challenges mentioned before are mainly based on the imperfect coupled permeation theory, 
and the use of inaccurate fracture propagation laws. Micro-pores and fractures are the seepage 
paths of flow and diffusion, so the fracture propagation has top priority, and the permeation 
process has to be investigated based on structural changes. 
1.2 Significance 
Due to the stress redistribution in surrounding rocks and coal, the loading on goaf rocks and 
advanced coal bodies are changing permanently. An internal pore-fracture network develops 
with the deformation and breakage of coal. Meanwhile the permeability properties change 
because of the expansion or squeezing of seepage paths.  
Along with the advance of working faces, coal went through different loading stages (Cai et al. 
2013; Karacan et al. 2011). The stress variations during mining have been simulated and 
permeability tests under triaxial compression were conducted in the laboratory. A relationship 
between stress state, pore-fracture network and permeability evolution was established. In 
addition, numerical simulations were introduced to illustrate the full stress-strain process. The 
models showed accurate fracture structures inside the samples. Further prediction and 
evaluation of fracture propagation and flow process are also available via numerical 
simulations. This research is also significant for acquiring the hydraulic conditions of 
surrounding coal.  
The study of pore-fracture characteristics is necessary to describe the internal geometrical 
structure under different stress states. The results achieved provide reference to predict the in-
situ fracture evolution. Gas flow trends can be evaluated. At the end, gas outbursts and water 
inrush problems during practical exploitation can be investigated.  
CBM is considered as an unconventional natural gas resource. It has some advantages, such as 
enhancing coal mining safety and increase of efficiency. It can help reliving the greenhouse 
effect. Some CBM is in a condensed liquid phase and absorbed on the pore surface, while the 
methane in fractures exist in form of free flowing gas. Both, liquid and gas phases exist because 
of the special adsorption ability of the coal matrix. If a pore diameter is smaller than 0.1 µm, it 
is considered to be a reserve cell. If the diameter is larger than 0.1 µm, the pore is assumed to 
act as a flow path for methane (Hou et al. 2015; Li et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2007; Yee et al. 
1993). During the mining process, the hydraulic status of initial fractures and stress-induced 
fractures is continuously changing. Therefore, pore-fracture network characterization and 
propagating studies are particularly important. 
The experiences in CBM exploitation can stimulate the research of other oil and gas reservoirs, 
such as shale gas and petroleum reservoirs. The fossil resources from low-permeable tight rock 
seams will become an attractive energy resource. So this research will contribute to the 
industrial application of energy storage, pollution control and waste disposal, and will also 
provide a vital theoretical basis for preventing gas outbursts and water inrushes. 
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1.3 Research status / State of the art 
In recent years, pore-fracture networks have been monitored at different scales, and new 
techniques were invented and introduced, for example, low pressure nitrogen adsorption 
method (Hou et al. 2017; Nie et al. 2015), mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) (Zhao et al. 
2016), nuclear magnetic resonance method (NMR) (Hou et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2017), scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) (Ni et al. 2017; Nie et al. 2015) and X-ray micro-computed 
tomography (X-ray µCT) (Jing et al. 2016; Mathews et al. 2017; Yao et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 
2016). Due to laboratory limitations, seepage experiments were mostly coupled with loading or 
unloading conditions via conventional methods to evaluate pore and fracture features. 
Measurements at nanoscale, microscale and macroscale have been conducted with different 
techniques (Cai et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2015; Klobes et al. 1997; Liu et al. 2015; Yao et al. 
2010; Yao and Liu 2012; Zhang et al. 2013). However, the geometrical character of pores and 
fractures were mostly investigated only at the less accurate macro- and microscopic scale. Some 
scholars studied at the nanoscale, but the measurements were restricted to the micrometer range. 
There are only a few cross-scale evaluations, because high accuracy and macroscopic 
measurements could not be managed simultaneously. This concerns especially the internal 
structure of coal and shale from the nano- to the macroscale. Also, the samples used for 
measurement and testing were different when monitoring the micro structures. 
X-ray micro-computed tomography (X-ray µCT) has become popular recently. This 
nondestructive method has the advantage to visualize and reconstruct the 3D structure. 
Therefore, it is the most widely used technique to characterize the pore-fracture network. The 
internal structure of coal samples at the laboratory scale has been reconstructed from CT 
scanning results (Mathews et al. 2017; Ramandi et al. 2016; Voorn et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 
2016). The accuracy was in the order of several micrometers. Natural gases are stored in tiny 
pores, and they diffuse in the sample and flow through the seams. These micrometer scale pores 
and fractures were proved to be the main spaces and paths in every seepage related process (Cai 
et al. 2013). X-ray µCT takes the real structures into consideration and provides a feasible basis 
for further modelling. 
Seepage phenomena are related to many natural and man-made deformations, like considered 
for example in nuclear waste disposal, geothermal exploitation, petroleum and natural gas 
extraction, ground water utilization, slopes and dams, underground channels, or gas outburst 
and water inrush in coal mines (Tan 2013). Since 1960s, scholars started to investigate these 
phenomena.  
The coal body is a typical porous medium, and most coals and rocks are low permeable media. 
Pores and fractures determine the permeability of coal. The gas and fluid flow patterns vary 
with different stress conditions. Permeability tests have been performed with different materials 
under different conditions. Zhang tested the permeability of sandstone with CO2 (Zhang 2009). 
Jiang and his colleagues investigated soft and hard rock materials during the full stress-strain 
process, obtained a seepage rule and compared the different materials  (Jiang and Ji 2001). 
Wang and Zhu investigated the seepage laws of several types of rock, including mudstone, 
sandy mudstone, sandy shale, fine sandstone and medium sandstone (Wang et al. 2011a; Zhu 
et al. 2002). Sun et al. (2006) used transient methods to determine the permeability, they also 
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derived a relation between inertial coefficient and acceleration coefficient for non-Darcy flow. 
The seepage flow in limestone didn’t follow Darcy’s law, and β became negative after reaching 
the peak strength, and flow showed turbulence features (Sun et al. 2006). Zhou et al. (2008) 
performed permeability tests on six artificial porous media and fluids with different kinematic 
viscosities. They used the fractal dimension method to analyze the seepage boundary 
appearance variation with time (Zhou et al. 2008).  
So far laboratory tests concentrated mostly on three aspects: (1.) general permeability 
influenced by loading and pore pressure, (2.) general permeability influenced by fractures and 
(3.) permeability of one single fracture. These investigations focused on the permeability 
properties of different types of rock. Permeability rules for different fluids were also deduced. 
Most of the tests have considered the effect of different stress-strain conditions. So these studies 
are mainly based on macroscopic experimental phenomena. Few researchers have taken 
theoretical models, laboratory tests and numerical simulations into consideration 
simultaneously. And even less researchers have analyzed permeability from the point of view 
of microscopic generating mechanisms.  
In recent decades, numerical simulations are gradually replacing analytical solutions and 
physical models in solving rock mechanical problems. Numerical simulations have many 
advantages, for example they can integrate special features like discontinuous, heterogeneous, 
anisotropic and inelastic features of the rock materials. The seepage process is very complex, 
therefore it is unlikely to get analytical solutions in most cases. Conventional methods are not 
able to figure out all the discontinuous deformation processes, such as pre-failure stage, post-
failure stage, crushing and multi-phase coupling.  
Numerical methods used in rock mechanics can be subdivided into 3 categories: (1) continuous 
methods including finite difference method (FDM), finite element method (FEM) and boundary 
element method (BEM), (2) discontinuous methods including discrete element method (DEM) 
and particle method (PM) and (3) mixed methods (Jing and Hudson 2002). 
According to the task, each method has its own advantages and drawbacks. It is important to 
choose proper methods for specific cases. For instance, rock burst phenomena have been 
investigated quite early by simulating the dynamic failure process (Zubelewicz and Mroz 1983), 
continuum approaches were used to describe the deformation of weak layered rock and gas 
emission through porous rock (Guo et al. 2009), water-sand mixed flow was simulated with 
coupled simulations (Shan and Zhao 2014; Zhao and Shan 2013) as well as the ground water 
inrush process via pre-existing fractures under the condition of shallow coal seam mining 
(Zhong et al. 2017). 
Some other scholars optimized the numerical simulations significantly by improving the 
modelling methods. For instance, CT techniques were introduced to reconstruct coal sample 
models (Zhao et al. 2010a), inhomogeneous granite samples were simulated by numerical 
models based on Weibull parameter distributions (Tan 2013). 
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Based on the material structure, seepage models are divided into two categories: porous media 
and fractured media. The relevant theoretical methods are continuum models, discrete models 
and double-porous models.  
Rock samples are assumed to be fully saturated with water in classical continuum based models. 
The corresponding partial differential equations are based on Darcy’s law, fluid mechanical 
continuity equations and the effective stress equations. Stress field and fluid flow field were 
solved by classical poro-elastic analysis. 1-dimensional consolidation theory was developed 
based on the concept of effective stress as shown in Figure 1.2 (Terzaghi 1943). The 
consolidation theory was extended to the 3-dimensional space by Rendulic (1936). Biot (1941) 
established the seepage control equation to present the relation between 3 - dimensional fluid 
flow and poro-elastic deformation. Then anisotropic theory, visco-elastic theory, finite 
deformation theory and non-linear theory were connected to poro-elasticity (Biot 1955, 1973; 
Biot and Temple 1972). Materials and geometries were assumed to be non-linear, the 
consolidation theory was extended to the generalized Biot theory (Zienkiewicz and Shiomi 
1984). A permeability tensor was introduced to present anisotropy of fracture networks and 
fluid flow (Snow 1968). 
 
Figure 1.2 Concept of effective stress 
In discrete fracture network (DFN) models, fluid flow is only available in discrete fractures or 
crack paths. Based on the stress-strain relationship for a single fracture, models at fracture 
intersections were built with fluid mass conservation principle applied to solve pressure and 
flow field problems. Macroscopic fluid-mechanical models were derived from microscopic 
theories of coarse fractures. For instance, Gangi (1978) established a classical needle bed 
model, Walsh (1981) established a Hertz contact model, aperture frequency and open space 
models were also developed (Neuzil and Tracy 1981; Tsang and Witherspoon 1981). Many 
other scholars described and explained fracture flow phenomena with empirical models (Kranz 
et al. 1979; Liu et al. 2001). 
In double-porous models, fractured rock is assumed to be a combination of porous and fractured 
media. The fractures are assumed to be flow paths for fluid, and the pores storage the fluid. 
Stress and flow field problems are solved by coupled equations. These equations are derived 
by connecting pores and fracture flow equations. Many different double-porous models were 
established as shown in Figure 1.3 (Bai et al. 1994; Barenblatt et al. 1960; Boulton and 
Streltsova 1977; Valliappan and Khalili‐Naghadeh 1990; Warren and Root 2007). Wu (2000) 
developed a generalized model as shown in Figure 1.4. In this model, large fractures are discrete 
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and tiny fractures are represented by a heterogeneous anisotropic continuum. The fluid 
exchange occurs only in large fractures. 
 
 




Figure 1.4 Generalized double porosity model 
1.4 Research content 
Two problems remain unsolved in previous studies. The first one is the contradiction between 
measurement accuracy and sample size, which means that the measurement accuracy is lower 
in case of large samples, or with other words, higher accuracy is accessible only when 
measuring small samples. The second one is the unique character of coal samples: it is not 
possible to investigate one particular sample under various stress conditions. The research in 
respect to the permeability evolution during the full stress-strain process focused mainly on 
loading tests. Different fluids and different rocks have been tested. Also different stress 
conditions were tested, including changes of both, confining and pore pressures. 
During exploitation of deep coal, the coal experience different stages. The variety of stresses 
leads to continuous deformation and permeability changes with development of internal pore-
fracture networks. The internal pore-fracture network governs the permeability and influences 
the methane exploitation and mining safety. 
For the presented research, coal samples were collected from VI-15-14140 working face of 
Pingdingshan No. 8 Mine. The average depth of the coal seam is approximately 700 m. Pore-
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fracture network and permeability evolution are studied within this work and the damage 
evolution is simulated and analyzed by numerical methods. 
The key aspects of the study are as follows:  
(1) The X-ray technique is incorporated into the research by scanning of coal samples in the 
thesis (Chapter 2). By setting proper threshold values to differentiate between different 
components of the sample, coal matrix, inclusions and fractures are identified by different gray 
values. 3D reconstruction techniques were applied to visualize the structure of coal samples at 
the laboratory scale. This method is the key to investigate the pore-fracture network and 
permeability evolution and is the basis for subsequent numerical simulations. 
(2) The permeability evolution during triaxial compression lab tests is observed. In Chapter 3, 
laboratory tests under confined condition are described. A newly developed experimental 
system is employed to perform 3-dimensional loading and to measure the flow rate 
simultaneously. The coal sample goes through different stages in terms of permeability and 
deformation. The steady flow method with different confining pressures is adapted to monitor 
the permeability evolution. Permeability evolution, damage development and full stress-strain 
curves are combined in the final evaluation. 
(3) The geometric models are transformed into numerical models. A self-developed triaxial 
compression model is presented on the basis of PFC3D. This new approach is established in this 
work with significant improved handling of the confinement (Chapter 4). Triaxial tests are 
simulated in 3D with the particle-based DEM code PFC3D using a new developed flexible 
membrane boundary. A series of triaxial compression tests with reconstructed numerical 
models are conducted. 
(4) PFC3D and FLAC3D models are used in parallel to simulate the flow tests in Chapter 5. While 
the mechanical deformation and damage evolution is modeled in PFC3D, the gas flow processes 
is reproduced in FLAC3D. A theoretical approach for evaluating the permeability is proposed 
based on fracture distribution and single crack behavior. The permeability evolution observed 
during hydro-mechanical coupled triaxial compression tests is used for calibration and 
validation.  
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1.5 Research strategy  
The research strategy is illustrated by the scheme shown in Figure 1.5. 
 
 
Figure 1.5 Flowchart illustrating the research strategy 
 
Spatial distribution, dimension and hydraulic parameters of fractures are investigated on the 
basis of confined loading conditions. The evolution of the internal fracture network is 
investigated with DEM models. The development of microcracks is quantified by considering 
the loading, confinement and structural character of the rock samples. The simulation focus on 
the permeability evolution under triaxial compression. The spatial distributions of different 
components inside the samples produce a significant heterogeneity. Precise reconstruction of 
the coal samples in form of numerical models is essential for better quantification of the 
structural influence on damage pattern and permeability evolution.  
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2 CT reconstruction 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the use of X-ray micro-computed tomography (X-ray µCT) to 
investigate the damage and fracture pattern in coal samples as well as the transformation of the 
fracture pattern into numerical particle-based models. Finally, uniaxial compressive (UCS) tests 
are simulated to quantify the fracture evolution. 
The organic components of coal influence the methane adsorption capacity and diffusion 
(Karacan and Mitchell 2003; Yao and Liu 2007), while the main flow pathways incl. pores and 
fractures determine the permeability of coal and the production of CBM (Yao et al. 2008; Zuber 
1998). Distribution and mechanical behavior of cleats also influence the failure pattern as well 
as the permeability. Anisotropy and strength characteristics of cleats are key parameters in 
studying the permeability evolution. Knowledge of the cleat properties is necessary as they 
influence the local and regional fluid flow (Close 1993; Laubach et al. 1998). Studies in-situ 
and in the laboratory suggest that fluid flow through natural fractures in coal and rock differ 
from the idealization of smooth parallel plates due to varying apertures (Cacas 1990; Nemoto 
et al. 2008; Watanabe et al. 2008, 2011a; b). Therefore, quantification of volume and spatial 
distribution of pores, fractures and minerals in coal are fundamental requirements for CBM 
reservoir evaluation and gas outburst prediction. 
Fracture characteristics (e.g. density, connectivity and geometry) can be obtained by image 
analysis of core samples from the field (reservoirs, working faces, outcrops etc.) (Wolf et al. 
2004). Techniques developed for the sub-meter scale are adopted to measure cleat densities and 
spatial distribution by using X-ray CT and image analysis (Mazumder et al. 2006; Wolf et al. 
2008). In the 1980s, computer based tomography (CT) was already applied in petrology, 
petrophysics and petroleum reservoir engineering (e.g. Wellington and Vinegar 1987; Withjack 
1988). The microfocus CT (µCT) has been developed to characterize porous media such as 
clastic, carbonatic, volcanic and metamorphic rocks (e.g. Carlson and Denison 1992; Ketcham 
and Carlson 2001; Van Geet et al. 2001a; Ketcham and Iturrino 2005; Goldstein et al. 2007; 
Remeysen and Swennen 2008).  
Recently, CT techniques were effectively used in coal petrological and petrophysical research. 
X-ray CT became an effective non-destructive method for analyzing internal structures in rock 
materials, especially fractures in coal (Ketcham and Carlson 2001; Polak et al. 2003; Zhu et al. 
2007; Karacan 2009; Karpyn et al. 2009; Kumar et al. 2011; Cnudde and Boone 2013, Pyrak-
Nolte et al. 1997; Karacan and Okandan 2000; Van Geet et al. 2001a; Mazumder et al. 2006; 
Wolf et al. 2008). Scholars developed porosity calculation and 3D reconstruction methods. The 
porosity variation in different loading stages were described by gray scale values in CT images 
(Wang et al. 2015). Mudstone models were reconstructed with visualization algorithms, and the 
relation between generalized porosity and pore size was studied by changing image resolution 
(Li et al. 2010). 9 different types of rock were scanned, binarization images were analyzed, and 
the relation between porosity after image segmentation and the fractal dimensions of porous 
structure were investigated (Peng et al. 2011).  
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Previous researches have demonstrated the ability to determine fracture aperture distributions 
using X-ray CT (e.g. Johns et al. 1993; Keller 1998; Montemagno and Pyrak-Nolte 1999; 
Bertels et al. 2001; Karpyn et al. 2009; Kumar et al. 2011; Watanabe et al. 2011a). The 
variations observed during analysis of the CT sequences and their distributions during 
destruction were analyzed (Yang et al. 1997). Based on the visualization of CT images, the 
internal damages and fracture propagations under uniaxial compression were monitored, a 
constitutive law related to CT sequence was established to describe rock deformation (Ren and 
Ge 2001). Fractures and matrix were distinguished by binarization of images, and trinization 
was then developed to separate matrix, inclusions and pores. 3D models of soil-rock mixture 
were reconstructed, and quantitative analysis was conducted under uniaxial compression (Sun 
et al. 2014). 
Some studies (e.g. Verhelst et al. 1996; Simons et al. 1997; Van Geet et al. 2001b) documented 
the feasibility in differentiating pores, fractures and minerals in coal samples. By using the CT 
technique, also gas adsorption and transport characteristics were studied (e.g. Karacan and 
Okandan 2000; Karacan 2003, 2007; Karacan and Mitchell 2003). CT scanning, acoustic 
emission and supersonic techniques were applied to monitor the samples under triaxial 
compression, also the influence of geometrical characteristics, connectivity and stress states 
were analyzed (Cai et al. 2014). 
However, previous studies are still insufficient in characterizing coal heterogeneity and spatial 
disposition of pores, fractures and minerals in coal during loading. In addition, detailed 
discussion about CT characteristics of coal samples along with fracture propagation and 
evolution has not yet been reported. 
Numerical simulations have great potential in analyzing rock mechanical processes. Previous 
studies (e.g. Hoek and Bieniawski 1965; Vallejo 1988; Wong and Chau 1998; Tang et al. 2001; 
Sagong and Bobet 2002; Dyskin et al. 2003; Li et al. 2005; Wong and Einstein 2007; Park and 
Bobet 2009; Cao et al. 2015) investigated the fracture propagation by laboratory tests. With 
rapid development in computer science (hard- and software), numerical simulation techniques 
have become available to simulate crack initiation, propagation and coalescence. 
Discontinuum methods such as the Discrete Element Method (DEM) (Cundall and Strack 1979) 
have been increasingly used for simulating the rock mechanical behavior. Particle based models 
which treat the rock as an assembly of bonded particles follow the law of motion and consider 
the formation and interaction of micro-cracks at the particle–particle contacts (e.g. Baumgarten 
and Konietzky 2012; Potyondy and Cundall 2004; Yan and Ji 2010). 
CT techniques became popular in numerical modeling. Based on the reconstructed geometrical 
models, numerical models were generated to simulate the mechanical behavior (Yu et al. 2015). 
The reconstructed structures were imported to FLAC3D, and the effects of loading speed on the 
compressive strength of coal samples were studied (Zhao et al. 2010a). To take the real structure 
of materials into consideration is important for modeling. Generation of more precise models 
is the trend in numerical simulation, and CT scanning technique is a very effective method to 
support this trend. 
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2.2 Sampling and Methodology 
The tested coal samples are from the VI-15-14140 working face of Pingdingshan No. 8 Mine, 
China. Fresh bigger rock pieces of coal were obtained directly from the underground mine. 
According to the drilling data, the average thickness of coal seam located approximately 700 m 
below surface is 3.6 m. The average inclination angle of the seam is 22°. This working face is 
classified as outburst-hazardous with a gas pressure of 2.0 MPa and a gas content of 22.0 m3/t. 
The density of coal rock is 1.31 t/m3. 13 coal samples (see Table 2.1) are collected and chosen 
to conduct different experiments. They are also used as basis for the numerical simulations. 
Table 2.1 Coal samples, corresponding experiments and simulations 
Sample 
Laboratory experiments Numerical simulation 
CT scan UCS Seepage under TRX UCS TRX HM-coupled 
C1 √  √  √ √ 
C2 √  √  √ √ 
C3 √ √  √ √ √ 
C4 √  √  √ √ 
C5 √  √  √ √ 
C11   √    
C12   √    
C13   √    
C15   √    
C16   √    
C21  √     
C22  √     
C23  √     
Cylindrical samples as shown in Figure 2.1 were drilled out of bigger coal blocks with diameter 
of about 25 mm and length (height) of about 50 mm following the Suggested Methods of the 
International Society of Rock Mechanics (Ulusay and Hudson 2012).  
 
 
Figure 2.1 Coal samples from underground mine Pingdingshan No. 8 (China) 
These core samples were first dried and then exact dimensions, density and porosity were 
determined (see Table 2.2) before CT scans were conducted. 
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The CT scans were performed on an ACTIS-225FFI micro-xCT scanner as shown in Figure 
2.2(a). The installation of a 225 kV FeinFocus focal spot allows a minimum resolution of the 
scanner of 10 µm for a cubic sample size of 4.8 mm. A charge-coupled device (CCD) digital 
camera with a spatial resolution of 4.4 lp/mm (line pairs per mm) is used to capture and digitize 
the data of the Toshiba 3D image intensifier as detector system.  
The tested cylindrical core sample was placed in the sample couch and positioned in the center 
of scanner’s field of view. Under the applied conditions (180 kV, 200 μA at a raster of 
750 × 750 pixels), the area of each pixel is approximately 50 × 50 µm2. The scanning duration 
is 9 seconds per slice. Both, slice thickness and slice spacing were set to 50 µm. CT slice 
thickness and slice increments were kept as small as feasible to enhance both, resolution and 
contrast. Figure 2.2(b) and (c) show the layout of the micro focus xCT device and the scanned 
slices of the sample. To maximize the signal-to-noise ratio while minimizing or eliminating the 
artifacts, a series of standard calibrations were performed. Offset, gain and wedge calibrations 
were also included (Ketcham and Carlson 2001; Remeysen and Swennen 2006).  
Each CT scan produces a series of CT images (1.010 slices for each scan). In total, 10.100 
images were produced from one coal sample for 10 different stages of uniaxial stress. The 
obtained images were used to reconstruct the 3-dimensional structure of the samples using 
digital image processing software.  
Some studies (e.g. Flannery et al. 1987; Montemagno and Pyrak-Nolte 1999; Ketcham and 
Carlson 2001; Cnudde et al. 2006; Yao et al. 2009; Mathews et al. 2011; Cnudde and Boone 
2013) show that the basic principles of the µCT technique are similar to those of the 
conventional CT. The 2D images produced in CT scans are called “slices”, because they 
correspond to the internal cross-sections if the sample is sliced along the scan plane. Each slice 
contains all X-ray attenuation coefficient data along the plane. These attenuation data are 
transformed to CT numbers that have a range determined by the computer system (Yao et al. 
2009). 
Theoretically, for a given X-ray energy, the CT number is a function of both, density and 
effective atomic number (Van Geet et al. 2001b). Because the structural coal components are 
characterized by distinct different densities, pores and fractures, mineral components and coal 
matrix can be identified by their respective CT numbers (Van Geet et al. 2001a; Simons et al. 
1997; Verhelst et al. 1996).  








Figure 2.2 Micro-xCT scanner associated with rock testing system. (a) Micro-xCT 
scanning device, (b) side view of schematic scanner layout, (c) Sample dimensions and 
scan slice spacing. 
As it is impractical to deal with the X-ray attenuation coefficients, as shown in Equation 2.1, 











           (Equation 2.1) 
in which, µx is the calculated X-ray attenuation coefficient and µw is the attenuation coefficient 
for water (Hunt et al. 1988; Karacan and Okandan 2001). 
CT numbers given in Hounsfield unit (HU) were exported as a collection of coordinates and 
values. The original file was processed by a program developed in MATLAB software 
(Solomon and Breckon 2011). Using this program, the CT numbers were transformed into grey 
scale values, and the original files were transformed into 16 bit-gray-scale images. 
The visibility of the original images (raw images transferred from data files) was poor. 
Therefore, some image adjustments were conducted in Photoshop (PS) software for better 
illustration (Wu et al. 2012). Since CT number increase with density (and atomic number), they 
were used to distinguish between coal matrix, mineral fills and open fractures. The gray scale 
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values were inferred from CT numbers in the original file. Afterwards the calculated gray scale 
values were distributed over a narrow range. The CT numbers of coal samples are commonly 
between 500 to 3000 HU (Yao et al. 2009), but the upper limit in the output file could reach 
8000 HU. The span of grey values in the original data set is often restricted. By manipulating 
the output sliders the range of pixel values was stretched to cover values from 0 to 255. Several 
operations were performed to detect the pixel with the highest gray scale value. This pixel was 
defined as white pixel, and the corresponding level was set to 255. The remaining levels were 
redistributed between levels 0 and 255. This redistribution increased the contrast of the image. 
Level and exposure were adjusted automatically at first, but later also manually to achieve a 
better visual quality as shown in Figure 2.3. This step is very important for the gray scale value 
segmentation.  
 
(a)                      (b)                       (c) 
 
Figure 2.3 Input level curves at different phases: (a) raw image, (b) automatically adjusted 
image and (c) manually adjusted image 
By examining the images, a variety of errors and image artifacts are detected. Beam hardening, 
scatter and unstable exposure during the scanning are common, which led to spuriously high 
CT numbers. After analyzing the images, the homogeneous core sample appeared to be denser 
around its periphery (Wellington and Vinegar 1987). Such noise appears in the form of isolated 
pixels with high gray scale values. It has been proven that errors caused by ray-beam hardening 
and scatter can be eliminated by using the image subtraction method. The author developed a 
program to detect these pixels. A nonlinear digital filtering technique (median filter technique) 
was used in MATLAB to remove the noise. Such noise reduction is a typical pre-processing 
step to improve the results of later processing stages. The filter ran through the gray scale value 
pixel by pixel, replacing each pixel with the median of neighboring pixels. So the gray scale 
values of isolated white pixels were replaced to eliminate noise. 
Each pixel of the gray scale image has gray scale values between 0 and 255. Each of the three 
components (coal matrix, minerals and pores/fractures) cover a certain range of CT numbers, 
their gray scale values can be quantified by the threshold segmentation method (Auzerais 1996). 
This kind of segmentation is a ternary process. For the initial investigated coal samples, the CT 
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number for minerals is approximately 3000 HU; the CT number for pores/fractures is 
commonly less than 600 HU; and the CT number for the coal matrix is commonly between 
1000 and 1600 HU (Yao et al. 2009). Taking sample C3 under loading as an example (Figure 
2.4), fractures (dark black color) are identified by low CT number, minerals (light white color) 
are identified by high CT number, and the coal matrix is identified by medium CT number.  
 
Figure 2.4 Representative slice image of sample C3 and gray value along profile line 
As shown in Figure 2.4, a profile line shows the CT number distribution across coal matrix, 
mineral inclusions and fractures (features a and b indicate locations of fracture with dark color 
and low CT number/gray scale value, while the letters A and B indicate locations of minerals 
with white color and high CT number/gray scale value). 
After transferring the original values into gray scale values, the segmentation technique defines 
an upper and a lower threshold of gray scale values for each component. Since CT values 
increase with density (and atomic number), they can be used to distinguish between mineral-
filled and open fractures. According to the different characters of coal matrix and mineral 
inclusions, proper gray scale value thresholds have been chosen to segment the image. A gray 
scale value of 20 was set as threshold (T1) switching from pores/fractures to coal matrix, and 
160 was set as threshold (T2) between coal matrix and mineral inclusions as shown in Equation 
2.2. The ternary f(x,y) process is defined as follows: 
















p x y T
f x y T p x y T
p x y T
            (Equation 2.2) 
where, p(x,y) is the raw gray scale value of a pixel at the location of (x,y). The CT image is 
transformed into a black-white image with only three gray scale values, in which black (f = 0) 
stands for fractures/pores and background, gray (f = 100) stands for coal matrix and white 
(f = 255) for mineral inclusions. The boundaries of each component were recognizable, and 
various mineral inclusions were visualized more easily compared with the original image.  
  
(a)                             (b) 
 
Figure 2.5 Resolution reduction and gray scale value segmentation 
During the processing, careful and repetitious adjustments of T1 and T2 were performed to 
improve the accuracy and make sure that the upper and lower thresholds are universal for all 
slices of the sample. In order to define better thresholds, resolution was reduced to simplify the 
calculation before the segmentation. The image with less pixels could reduce the calculation 
effort of adjustment effectively, and presents the identical gray scale value characteristics 
corresponding to the original image as shown in Figure 2.5. After adjusting the thresholds to 
proper values, the threshold values were applied to the original images to achieve high 
definition images from the ternary process.  
2.3 Sample reconstruction and numerical model set-up 
The images achieved from CT scans illustrate only the 2D structure of the corresponding cross-
section. To develop 3D models, it is necessary to convert the CT images into 3D models incl. 
fracture aperture distributions (e.g. Johns et al. 1993; Keller 1998; Bertels et al. 2001; Watanabe 
et al. 2011a). Within this process stage, images are stacked together mathematically to produce 
virtual core sections (multi-planar reconstruction) across the volume data set to reveal the inner 
heterogeneity of the sample. Materialise MimicsTM, a software tool which is commonly used in 
medical research, was used to conduct the coal sample visualizations on the basis of the X-ray 
images (Rédei 2008). The virtual core sections (multi-planar reconstruction) produced in 
Mimics show the inner heterogeneity of the cores. A total of 1010 scanned CT images (Figure 
2.6(a)) of the coal sample were stacked. Every image was imported with its real dimensions as 
shown in Table 2.3. Clear views of the sample were obtained from horizontal and vertical cross-
sections.  
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C3 35 × 35 750 × 750 46.67 × 46.67 50 
In MimicsTM, the boundaries of each component are traced. Closed polygons represent different 
components. The program also connects pixel with same grey values automatically between 
neighboring slices. All those polygons and lines form closed polyhedrons. Finally all individual 
parts were assembled and the internal structure of the sample is reproduced. Exemplary, Figure 
2.6 illustrates the reconstruction process.  
 
(a)                       (b)                       (c) 
 
Figure 2.6 3D model reconstruction based on 2D images: (a) stack of images, (b) cross-
sections in horizontal and vertical directions and (c) final 3D reconstruction 
Next step is the transformation of the reconstructed 3D models into numerical models, either 
into PFC2D and PFC3D (both are particle based codes) or into FLAC3D (classical mesh-based 
code). The geometries of the different components of the coal sample were exported from the 
MimicsTM software into a STL format (Rédei 2008). The geometries in STL format can be used 
to group particles (in PFC2D/3D) or zones (in FLAC3D) according to their spatial positions 
(Botsch et al. 2010; Ohbuchi et al. 2003). Reconstructed geometries can be transformed into 
wall elements. Different properties are assigned to the different groups. Finally, the numerical 
models of the coal samples are generated with real size and accurate component distribution 
(Zhao et al. 2010a). For 2D modeling, typical cross-sections of the reconstructed 3-dimensional 
model were selected, and exported as 2D geometries.  
PFC2D and PFC3D numerical models were set-up to simulate the UCS test of coal samples. All 
the structural information provided by the reconstructed model based on the µCT analysis was 
used. The mineral inclusions are cleats of kaolinite, calcite and other minerals. The small grains 
of kaolinite are relatively loose in structure and produce lower strength at the macro-scale 
because they produce significant inhomogeneity. Two mechanical parameter sets are defined 
for particle groups representing the coal matrix and the mineral inclusions. The parameters were 
calibrated based on the RocLabTM software (Hoek et al. 2002). The parameters of the particle 
bonds govern the deformation.  
Micro-mechanical bond parameters in DEM differ from macro-mechanical properties. 
Therefore, the micro-mechanical parameters have to be calibrated in such a way, that they 
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duplicate the macroscopic behavior. The linear parallel bond model was applied, which 
simulates a finite-sized cement-like connection between the two contacting particles. The 
parallel-bond component acts in parallel with the linear component and establishes an elastic 
interaction between contacting particles (Cundall 2004). The parallel-bond model considers 
rotations and displacements and can break to illustrate fracture evolution.  
Exemplary, Figure 2.7 shows micro-mechanical models based on the above mentioned CT 
image processing for PFC2D, PFC3D and FLAC3D. Those particles which occupy pore positions 
were deleted and corresponding zones in FLAC3D got different parameters. The simulation of 
UCS tests in both, PFC2D and PFC3D, were launched by moving the top and bottom walls. In 
all PFC models, the matrix and the inclusions were represented by green and red particles/zones, 
respectively.  
 
(a)                          (b)                         (c) 
 
Figure 2.7 Numerical models in (a) PFC2D, (b) PFC3D and (c) FLAC3D (green: matrix; 
red: inclusions; holes: pores) 
2.4 Application 
2.4.1 Coal sample reconstruction  
All coal samples were carefully packed at the mine face and were quickly transported to the 
laboratory for immediate processing. UCS tests of a large amount of samples were conducted 
to obtain the basic mechanical parameters of the coal samples. Average values are given in 
Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4 Mechanical parameters of coal samples 
UCS σc 
(MPa) 
Elastic modulus E 
(GPa) 
Poisson’s ratio ν 
10 ~ 16 2.1 ~ 5.5 0.3 
According to Chinese national standard GB/T 212-2008 for testing methods, coal powder was 
prepared by sample grinding and sieving. Analysis results are shown in Table 2.5.  
The depth of the Pingdingshan VI coal seam varies between 300 m to 1050 m. Control group 
samples are from a depth of 300 m. Moisture, ash and volatile contents in coal samples become 
less with increasing depth. On the other hand, the fixed-carbon content increases with depth. 
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After some basic calculations, the lower percentage of dry and ash free basis volatile content 
shows that the samples have a higher metamorphic degree, and the samples are classified as 
coking coal. Low porosity and high metamorphic degree of coking coal have significant 
influence on its mechanical properties and seepage features. 
Table 2.5 Proximate analysis results of coal (Liu et al. 2017) 
 Depth (m) 
Proximate analysis results (%) Conversion result (%) 
Mad Aad Vad FCad Vdaf 
Coal sample 700 0.82 6.70 22.36 70.12 24.18 
Note: Mad: air dry basis moisture content; Aad: air dry basis ash content; Vad: air dry basis 
volatile content; FCad: air dry basis fixed-carbon content; Vdaf: dry and ash free basis volatile 
content. 
X-ray fluorescence tests (XRF) and X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) were performed in the 
laboratory. Both methods were used for composition and phase identification of sample 
powder. The selected coals exhibit similar mineralogy as shown in Table 2.6 and Table 2.7. 




Element mass fraction (%) 
Samples 700 
C O Si Al Ca S Fe Ti 
83.625 11.740 1.971 1.738 0.127 0.424 0.076 0.111 
Cl Mg P Sr Zr K Br Ni 
0.091 0.020 0.007 0.004 0.006 0.033 0.004 0.003 
The elements mainly exist in form of minerals. The amount of oxygen becomes smaller with 
increasing depth, so the samples have better coking properties than the control group (Nomura 
et al. 1999). 
Table 2.7 Mineral mass fraction of coal samples (Liu et al. 2017) 









Samples 700 83.6 8.3 0.3 7.8 
Kaolinite and calcite are detected as main mineral inclusions in the samples. The mechanical 
properties of coal matrix and inclusions were obtained by micro-hardness tests (Mahabadi et al. 
2012; Randall et al. 2009; Zhao et al. 2010a). The mechanical properties of the samples can be 
presented based on their micro-hardness test results. Estimated properties as shown in Table 
2.8 were obtained by analyzing lab test results (Zhao et al. 2010a). These properties obtained 
from literatures provide a basis for calibration. The differences are clearly noticed between 
components. Stress concentrations occur at the boundary to the hard materials where micro 
fractures initiate and propagate. 













Matrix 1.3 2.37 0.35 0.23 1.13 35 
Inclusion 1.8 16 0.18 1.11 6.45 34.6 
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The presentation in Figure 2.8 focus only on the mineral inclusions represented by red 
polyhedrons, whereas the matrix is set transparent. The mineral inclusions are spread through 
the whole sample and show a laminated structure with good connectivity. The mineral layers 
are elongated along the sample axis. Both, coal matrix and stiff inclusions have significant 
influence on the strength. 
Three main mineral layers were observed in the sample shown in Figure 2.8. According to the 
measurements in MimicsTM, the length of the mineral inclusion L1 is 45 mm and goes through 
the whole sample, the length of L2 is 36.97 mm and the length of L3 is the shortest with 
33.20 mm. The thicknesses of L1, L2 and L3 are 0.3 ~ 3.3 mm, 0.31 ~ 2.58 mm and 
0.5 ~ 2.16 mm, respectively. The other parts are mainly smaller isolated mineral clusters.  
Cleats/fractures are more easily to identify when mineral inclusions are present (Golab et al. 
2013). Theoretically, the local distribution of the open micro-fractures is controlled by the 
boundaries between coal matrix and minerals. Due to the limitation of voxel size of the CT 
images only apertures larger than 50 µm can be resolved. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 3D representation of the mineral inclusions in virgin coal sample C3 
The natural fracture network of the virgin coal is illustrated by blue color in Figure 2.9. The 
fracture network is quite heterogeneous with bad connectivity in the virgin stage. Non-mineral 
occluded fractures are less developed (normally isolated pores or short fractures with poor 
connectivity). They are likely related to stress intensity under post diagenesis and 
hydrodynamic conditions (Cai et al. 2014).  





Figure 2.9 3D distribution of pores and fractures in virgin coal sample C3 
At the initial (virgin) stage, most of the fractures are located near to the outer sample surface, 
and may be generated due to sampling and sample preparation.  
In order to fully exploit the function of the CT device, an automated rock testing system was 
mounted to the scanner. The scanning process can be conducted while the UCS test is running 
(sample C3) at room temperature. The test was conducted in the State Key Laboratory of Coal 
Resources and Safe Mining at China University of Mining & Technology, Beijing. The intact 
coal sample was scanned before the test, and then the load was increased in steps of 500 N. At 
each load level the scanning operations were conducted. For each load level the corresponding 
3D models were reconstructed and visualized together with the stress-strain curve to illustrate 
the damage evolution. During the loading process, fractures are detected as shown in Figure 
2.10. Fractures appeared mostly in form of cleats within the core indicating that during axial 
compression more small fractures are created. Fracture F1 is aligned nearly parallel to the 
uniaxial compression (see Figure 2.11). Due to the abundant mineral inclusions, fracture F1 
occurred at an early stage along the boundary of the mineral inclusion but inside the matrix. 
The fracture F2 occurred perpendicular to F1 through the coal matrix, and F3 was observed 
only before the test reached peak stress as shown in Figure 2.11.  





Figure 2.10 Fracture evolution in coal sample C3 during UCS test (vertical stress vs. 
vertical strain, see also Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12) 
To improve the visualization of the fracture pattern of the coal sample C3 at different loading 
stages, the fracture data have been transformed into a STL format (see Figure 2.11 and Figure 
2.12(d)). The lengths of these three fractures F1, F2 and F3 are 41.86 mm, 32.35 mm and 
16.64 mm at a load level of 4500 N (corresponding axial stress is 8.78 MPa).  
 
 
Figure 2.11 Fractures in sample C3 shown by CT image at a selected cross-section 
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Three sets of fractures are visible in Figure 2.12. Fracture F3 with largest width of 0.3 mm is 
the thinnest and shortest, which does not represent the main fracture in sample C3. Although 
fracture F2 has an opening of about 1 mm, it is only weakly connected. However, it is connected 
to the longest fracture F1, and thus contributes to a large extend to the sample deformation. As 
revealed in the figures, the fracture volume increased with increasing axial stress. 
 
Figure 2.12 Evolution of fractures in coal sample C3 at different loading stages: (a) 1500 N 
(2.93 MPa), (b) 2000 N (3.9 MPa), (c) 4000 N (7.8 MPa) and (d) 4500 N (8.78 MPa) 
2.4.2 Numerical simulation of coal samples under pure mechanical loading  
Numerical UCS tests were performed with both, PFC2D and PFC3D. Downward and upward 
velocities were applied to the top and bottom walls with the same value to launch the simulation. 
Fracture and crack propagation as well as failure pattern were reproduced via numerical 
simulations. Control groups were set in certain sections to investigate the influence of the 
structures.  
The linear parallel bond model is applied in the study. Matrix and inclusions are divided into 
different groups, and bonded with different mechanical parameters, because the hardness of 
matrix (carbon-containing organics) is different from the inclusions (kaolinite and others). 
Matrix and inclusions are represented by green and red particles. The connections of different 
components were realized by weaker bonds, the particles connected remain their original 
assignment. As shown in Figure 2.11 in previous section, fractures occurred mostly at the 
boundary, then propagated through the sample. The mechanical parameters used in the 
numerical simulations were calibrated by lab tests.  
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Elastic modulus, uniaxial compressive strength and Poisson’s ratio are determined by lab tests. 
These properties are set to be calibration targets. The numerical simulations of UCS tests are 
performed to fit the stress-strain curve obtained from laboratory tests. In PFC, linear parallel 
bond group degrades to linear group after breakage, so the parallel bond affects both, 
compressive and tensile strength. The normal to shear stiffness ratio (kratio) has a linear 
relationship with the macroscopic Poisson’s ratio in the elastic deformation stage. The bond 
effective modulus (pb_emod) controls the elastic modulus and also follows a linear relationship 
in PFC2D and an exponential relationship in PFC3D. The tensile to shear bond strength ratio 
influences the deformation pattern. If the tensile to shear bond strength ratio is fixed, the 
macroscopic strength changes linearly with increasing or decreasing tensile and shear strength. 
Friction angle (pb_fa) has no effect before simulation reaches peak stress. Also, the linear model 
is only activated after the failure of the linear parallel bond model. So, effective modulus and 
normal to shear stiffness ratio of linear group are always assigned with same values of the 
parallel bond group.  
In PFC2D, numerical models were generated based on different cross-sections of one sample. 
At different angles, the portion of the inclusion vary from 7.04% to 41.8%. Significant structural 
differences are clearly illustrated in the models. As shown in Figure 2.13, the 120° direction 
monitoring plane is mainly parallel to the inclusions, and only very few isolated inclusions are 
detected in that cross-section. The 120° model has a high uniaxial compressive strength of 
15.74 MPa, due to the lowest content of inclusions. The UCS for different cross-sections is 
shown in Figure 2.14. The 0° and 150° models include a quite similar amount of inclusions 
(24.57% and 25.32%). The 30° model has distinct lower uniaxial compressive strength of 
9.01 MPa, and the entire model is split by fracturing. A comparison of the 6 models illustrates 
the influence of the structural differences. The uniaxial strength of the sample decreased with 
increasing amount of inclusions. Also very important: the geometrical structures of inclusions 
(isolated or elongated) affect both, strength and deformation patterns of the sample.  
The reconstructed 2D models are not a good option to represent the sample behavior in a 
realistic manner. But the influence of the internal structure is well documented by these 
simulations. Reconstructed 3D models are the better choice to duplicate the coal sample 
behavior considering all the mechanical and geometrical properties. In this study, traditional 
modelling method is used for the control group, so the influence of geometrical structures can 
be investigated. 
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Figure 2.14 UCS tests in PFC2D (vertical stress vs. vertical strain) for different cross-
sections at angles of 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120° and 150° (based on sample C3) 
Control groups were generated based on the same dimensions as the virgin samples. The 
geometry files of pores and mineral inclusions were not imported to this model. As shown in 
Table 2.9, the particles representing mineral inclusions were distributed randomly based on the 
mineral content and sample porosities in Model 1-2 and 2-2. A sensitivity analyses was 
conducted to evaluate the influence of each parameter. The detailed calibration process is 
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described in Chapter 4. Same mechanical parameters were assigned to the reconstructed model 
and its counterpart in control groups, respectively (shown in Table 2.9).  
Table 2.9 Particle based numerical models for UCS tests 
Sample Reconstructed model Control group model 
2D 
Model 1-1 (60° cross-section) Model 1-2 
3D 
Model 2-1 Model 2-2 
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Table 2.10 Mechanical parameters for numerical simulations 
Coal matrix 
Model Element Parameter Model 1-1 Model 1-2 Model 2-1 Model 2-2 
Particles 
N 1036 1095 27390 27648 
rp (mm) 0.05 0.05 
ρp (kg/m3) 1390 1390 
φ (%) 6.5 6.5 
Contacts 
E (Pa) 4.0 × 108 6.34 × 108 
K* 6 14.65 
σc (MPa) 8.40 6.08 
c (MPa) 2.10 1.52 
μc 0.4 0.4 
Φ (°) 4 4 
gc (mm) 0.05 0.05 
Mineral inclusion (kaolinite, calcite and others) 
Model Element Parameter Model 1-1 Model 1-2 Model 2-1 Model 2-2 
Particles 
N 299 276 7218 6971 
rp (mm) 0.05 0.05 
ρp (kg/m3) 1810 1810 
φ (%) 9 9 
Contacts 
E (Pa) 5.6 × 108 8.66 × 108 
K* 2 2.44 
σc (MPa) 10.0 11.40 
c (MPa) 5.0 4.56 
μc 0.4 0.4 
Φ (°) 7 7 
gc (mm) 0.05 0.05 
Boundary between matrix and inclusion 
Model Element Parameter Model 1-1 Model 1-2 Model 2-1 Model 2-2
Contacts 
E (Pa) 3.5 × 108 5.77 × 108 
K* 1 1 
σc (MPa) 3.2 3.99 
c (MPa) 1.7 1.99 
μc 0.4 0.4 
Φ (°) 8 8 
Loading 
Model Element Parameter Model 1-1 Model 1-2 Model 2-1 Model 2-2 
Walls v (m/s) 0.005 0.01 
Stress-strain curves were achieved by processing the results from both, PFC2D and PFC3D. As 
shown in Figure 2.15, after calibrating the parameters, the numerical models were suitable to 
simulate the behavior of the original coal samples. By investigating the simulation results, the 
fractures generated during simulations were consistent with the deformation patterns observed 
in the lab.  
As shown in Figure 2.16 and Table 2.11, the UCS of the models with real mineral structures 
are different from that of the control group. The comparison proves that, the internal structure 
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has significant influence on the strength. Therefore, traditional modelling methods cannot 
represent the real internal situation of a coal sample.  
       
(a) Model 1-1                           (b) Model 1-2 
 
 
(c) Model 2-1                       (d) Model 2-2 
 
Figure 2.15 Fracture pattern (PFC2D and PFC3D) 
 









Figure 2.16 UCS tests results for (a) PFC2D model (b) PFC3D model 
The reconstructed 3D model shows a higher strength than the control group model, which is 
opposite to the results of the 2D models. The reason is explained below. 
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Table 2.11 Peak stress of sample models during UCS tests 
 Model 1-1 Model 1-2 Model 2-1 Model 2-2 
σc (MPa) 9.77 11.41  10.01 9.35  
Fractures are generated mostly on the boundaries in both, 2D and 3D models. In the 
reconstructed 2D model, fractures are generated along the boundaries and went through the 
model easily on one single trace. If one fracture cuts through the model, the sample can be 
treated as fully splitted. In model 1-2, the cracks are generated evenly, and it takes more efforts 
to form macro fracture. So model 1-1 has lower uniaxial compressive strength than model 1-2. 
On the contrary, particles were restrained by surrounding contacts in the 3D models, as well as 
the fractures, because all pre-existing boundaries are located inside model 2-1, and no one split 
the model. The spatial distribution of pure matrix and inclusions bodies provide enough support. 
So the flawless fragments impede the fracture propagation process. While tiny boundaries are 
distributed evenly in model 2-2, extension and connection of single fractures occur. Large 
fractures can form easier. As a consequence, the reconstructed model in 3D has a higher UCS 
in this particular case.  
2.5 Conclusions 
A series of tests were performed on coal samples, including conventional physical 
measurements, X-ray fluorescence tests and imaging by X-ray CT. CT scanning was conducted 
up to failure on sample C3 under uniaxial compression to determine the fracture evolution.  
The following conclusions can be drawn: 
X-ray CT techniques offer some remarkable advantages such as the non-destructive detection 
and 3D visualization of the inner heterogeneity of the samples. Three structural components 
were detected inside the coal sample: pores (including fractures), coal matrix, and minerals. A 
series of segmentation threshold values is derived for the five coal samples. The segmentation 
process is used for advanced evaluation of pore size and 3D spatial disposition of pores, 
fractures, and minerals. 
Slicing analyses of the coal sample demonstrated that the distributions of both, pores and 
minerals, are highly inhomogeneous. Also, main fractures can be determined by 3D 
reconstruction of CT slices of sample under loading conditions. This made it possible to develop 
a technique for investigating the spatial flow of gas inside the coal, as outlined in the following 
chapters. 
Numerical models of coal sample replicating the inner structure are generated to simulate the 
loading process and to calibrate the mechanical parameters. The detected inner spatial structure 
of the coal sample demands a complete 3D consideration. This is confirmed by the conducted 
comparative 2D and 3D simulations. 3D models based on the initial sample show more realistic 
macroscopic mechanical behavior and deformation patterns.  
During the loading process, the deformations of the samples are directly related to the fracture 
connectivity. Fracture aperture, fracture plane evolution and fracture orientation are the main 
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factors to evaluate the degree of damage. The obtained stress-strain curve can be directly related 
to the accumulation of fractures.  
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3 Permeability evolution under triaxial compression 
3.1 Introduction 
Permeability is the most important physical property which affects seepage and migration of 
fluid in rocks at different scales. As previous studies indicate, coal rock disasters and gas 
outbursts are becoming more serious with increasing mining depth due to increasing stresses. 
Permeability is also affected by stress variations. Laboratory tests are conventional methods to 
investigate the permeability evolution.  
Standard coal briquettes made up of powdered coal and adhesive were used for testing firstly 
(Zhou and Lin 1999). This method is useful for pure coal sample without remarkable damage 
or inhomogeneity. However, in engineering practices, permeability depends heavily on internal 
pore-fracture networks. With the increase of loading, initial fractures close at first, re-open later 
and expand dramatically finally. In addition, new fractures are generated during the tests, and 
they extend and coalesce. Finally, the overall permeability increases significantly. This 
permeability evolution is a dynamic process and is closely related to the microscopic damage. 
Generally speaking, fracture propagation in rocks with high porosity is caused by the collapse 
of pores: the volume decreases and the permeability decreases. Rocks with low permeability 
undergo another process. Emerging, extension and connection of tiny fractures are causing 
shear induced dilatancy, which results in increasing permeability.  
Coal is a typical low permeable rock. Permeability tests on coal samples are performed to 
investigate the relation between damage and permeability evolution. 
The physical properties of different coal samples were determined under different stress 
conditions. It is assumed, that the propagation of initial fractures in coal samples is heavily 
influenced by compaction. The opening width of fractures was proven to influence permeability 
directly, so closure and extension of fractures led to big differences in permeability for different 
coal samples (Yang et al. 2007). Gas flow rate variation during the complete loading process 
shows a flat U-shape. Strain is lagging, and higher confining pressure suppressed the gas flow 
rate (Yin et al. 2010). Relations between permeability and stress and strain were established by 
many scholars (e.g. Hu et al. 1996; Wang and Miao 2005). An equation with stress-dependent 
permeability coefficient was established to describe the coupled relations between gas flow rate 
and loading conditions, including confining pressure and axial pressure (Zhao et al. 2009a).  
Permeability k is an inherent property, but the measurement of permeability is influenced not 
only by the sample itself but also by fluid properties, test conditions and systematic parameters 
(Li et al. 2008b; Tan 2013). Grain compositions, grain shapes and solid mineral components 
are important factors. Porosity, saturation level, pore connectivity and microstructure depend 
on the in-situ conditions and will be also affected by the sampling process. Choice of test fluid, 
fluid phases and testing temperature depend on the investigation aim. All these previous 
mentioned factors have influence on the measurement results (Bear 2006). If any pre-defined 
condition is changed, the permeability calculated may be different. Therefore, nearly identical 
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test conditions were chosen for all the samples. Please note, that permeability values 
documented in this thesis are only valid for the specific test conditions.  
In the laboratory, two test methods are popular to determine permeability: steady-flow method 
and transient method. The later one is especially suitable for low permeable materials. 
According to the research background, different fluids are chosen: nitrogen, helium, methane 
and CO2 are the most used gases. Purified water, kerosene and mercury are conventional liquids 
(Chen et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2011b). The test fluids migrate through the 
samples in a steady-state manner applying the constant head permeability test or constant flow 
test. On the contrary, fluids are flowing unsteadily applying transient methods like the transient 
pulse test, the constant flow pump test (Olsen et al. 1985) or the pressure oscillation test (Kranz 
et al. 1990).  
The constant head permeability test is the most common steady-state test, and Darcy’s law as 
shown in Equation 3.1 can directly be applied. A constant pressure difference is applied at both 
ends of a cylindrical sample and the flow velocity becomes stable after a period of time. The 
steady-state velocity is directly related to the pressure difference. Darcy’s law is given in 
Equation 3.1:  
 
u d
μQ H μQ dh
k
A P P A dp
            (Equation 3.1) 
in which, k is permeability (m2), Q is total flow rate (m3/s), μ is viscosity (Pa·s), A is cross 
sectional area (m2), Pu and Pd are upstream and downstream pressures (Pa) applied to ends of 
the sample, H is sample length/height (m), dh and dp are differential expressions of length and 
pressure. This equation is suitable for incompressible fluids.  
Gases are compressible, and measurements are affected by the fluid compression/expansion. 
The gas flow rate at a reference pressure was considered under certain flow conditions. 









A P P             (Equation 3.2) 
where, Q0 is volumetric flow rate (m3/s) at reference pressure P0 (Pa), other terms are the same 
as mentioned before.  
Relatively high hydraulic gradients (large pressure differences) are set to prevent the generation 
of non-Darcy flow. When the permeability of a sample is very low, it takes a long time to reach 
steady-state flow. Very precise flowmeters are necessary to measure the flow rate. 
A transient method is useful for low permeable rocks (Sun et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2000a; b). 
The transient pulse method is the most common transient method. In this method, a cylindrical 
sample is connected with sealed containers. The pressure increases immediately (from upstream 
fluid tank) and fluid starts flowing through the sample to the downstream container. During this 
process, upstream pressure decreases and downstream pressure increases. So the pressure 
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difference also decreases. An analog model was established to describe this system: the sample 
was assumed to act as an electrical resistance and the containers act as capacitors (Brace et al. 
1968). The pressure difference shows an exponential decay with time. Based on pressure 
variation curves permeability can be calculated by Equation 3.3 (Li et al. 2008b): 















            (Equation 3.3) 
in which, Pu(t) and Pd(t) are upstream and downstream pressures (Pa) at time t, ΔPi is initial 
pressure difference between both containers (Pa), t is test time (s), k is permeability (m2), A is 
cross-sectional area (m2), μ is viscosity (Pa·s), H is sample length (m), Su and Sd are the water 
bearing capacity of upstream and downstream containers (m3/Pa), which represent the 
volumetric change of fluid in the container caused by unit pressure. 
The test time of the transient method is much shorter. There are some other advantages: small 
range pressure manometers with high precision are used, and readings from flowmeter are more 
accurate. A theoretical model for granite was established (Brace et al. 1968), assuming an 
incompressible model with zero porosity. But this model is not suitable for pore structures. 
More calculation methods have been developed, some new graphical methods were established 
and more precise analytical solutions were achieved. The influence of upstream and 
downstream containers were investigated (Dicker and Smits 2007). New test systems were 
manufactured with high accuracy for reservoir core samples, such as coal and shale samples 
(Jones 2007). 
3.2 Experimental setup  
The basic properties of the coal samples are described in Chapter 2. All the coal blocks were 
sealed in water- and shock-proof foam immediately after being collected from the field. The 
foam prevented damage and oxidation. Cylindrical samples were manufactured in the 
laboratory. Diameter and length of the samples are about 25 mm and 50 mm, respectively. 
Sampling, transportation, processing and operating procedures are based on ISRM Suggested 
Methods for Rock Characterization, Testing and Monitoring (ISRM 2015). 
The average physical and mechanical parameters of coal samples were obtained by a series of 
laboratory tests (see Table 3.1). 















Coal 1.34 2.19 16.38 4.70 0.38 2.84 34.95 
The permeability evolution was investigated via HM-coupled standard triaxial tests arranged 
for steady-state flow. The coal samples were not permitted to physically shrink or swell freely 
as a result of uniaxial strain, because they are under lateral confinement similar to in-situ 
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conditions. The used test system is advanced, because it allows testing at high temperature and 
high pressure under static or dynamic load conditions. Measurements of hydraulic and 
mechanical pressures as well as strain and time were automatically conducted with sensors of 
high accuracy.  
As shown in Figure 3.1, a special triaxial chamber was used for independent loading in radial 
and axial directions. This experimental system is capable to investigate gas permeation under 
different stresses and pore pressures. The tests were conducted at room temperature of 
20 ± 3 °C. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 DBT A50-80-180 triaxial cell for hydro-thermo-mechanical coupled testing 
The cylindrical sample has been sheathed in a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) rubber core sleeve. 
The core sleeve provided optimal pressure transmission and maximum tightness during the 
entire test from low to maximum confining pressure. The samples are sealed even after failure. 
A pair of special designed loading devices was attached to the jacketed sample. The loading 
platens are equipped with flow distributors. The sample material itself and the axial platens 
have been isolated from the confining fluid by the core sleeve. The test gas migrated through 
gas channels, and was gathered at the upstream end of the sample without leakage. The end-
platens were connected to gas reservoirs through pipelines and isolating plug valves. The 
distributor gas tank is capable to provide a maximum gas pressure of 1.5 MPa. The gas used in 
this experimental research is pure nitrogen, so no chemical reaction took place with the coal 
samples. The viscosity of nitrogen at laboratory temperature is measured to be 1.78 × 10-5 Pa·s. 
The main function of the different valves is to adjust upstream and downstream pressures. 
Several pressure transmitters have been used to monitor the uniform distribution of gas pressure 
in the system during the tests.  
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A stiff servo-controlled loading device is used to apply the axial loads. The maximum 
compressive force is 3600 kN. The high accuracy triaxial load cell was operated in a range from 
0 to 1000 kN (calibration error is less than 0.05 %; sensitivity is ± 0.5 kN). The axial strain was 
measured by a linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT).  
The confining pressure is also servo-controlled. A maximum oil pressure of 80 MPa can be 
applied. The system was run by professional control software packages, such as Test-Star-II 
Control System and Test-Ware from MTS.  
 
Figure 3.2 Schematic of the experimental setup 
As shown in Figure 3.2, CV1 and CV2 are airflow control valves, PV1, PV2, PV3 and PV4 are 
plug/cock valves, PV3 is 3-way plug valve. PT1, PT2, PT3 are pressure transmitters, MFC1 
and MFC2 are mass flow controllers to measure flow rate. TT1 is a temperature sensor.  
During the testing process, highly compressed nitrogen flows out of the gas tank. The flow rate 
was controlled by outlet control valve CV1. The input upstream pressure was adjusted by 
changing the flow rate. This adjustment was precise enough to maintain constant upstream 
pressure values. A plug valve PV1 was directly connected to pressure transmitter PT1 and 
sample cell. PT1 was installed to monitor and record the upstream pressure. Multiple pressure 
transmitters were applied to control general pore pressure. Gas seepage and pressure control 
were intensively monitored.  
Nitrogen gathered upstream was pushed into the sample cell and flowed through the coal 
sample. Pressure transmitter PT2 was located at the output side of the cell. PT2 was used to 
monitor and record the downstream pressure. A second plug valve PV2 was connected to PT2.  
The plug valves PV1 and PV2 are very important to maintain the regular function of the entire 
system. When pressure data fluctuate dramatically, the strong airflow could damage the testing 
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devices and unexpected destructions of the sample may happen. The samples are isolated when 
both, PV1 and PV2 are closed. Closure of PV1 and PV2 immediately can protect the sample 
and triaxial cell from being heavily damaged.  
Airflow control valve CV2 and a third pressure transmitter PT3 were attached behind PV2. 
CV2 was used to adjust the downstream pressure. Readings of pressure transmitters PT2 and 
PT3 were calibrated to work identically. Then the downstream pressure has been adjusted to a 
stable value, and the pressure difference was maintained constant. A filter unit was used behind 
PT2 to relief the pressure and clean the gas, so that outlet gas flows into the devices steadily 
and smoothly.  
TT1 is a temperature sensor. It was used to monitor and record the outlet temperature of the 
nitrogen gas. MFC1 and MFC2 are two mass flow controllers with different measurement 
ranges. The measurement range of MFC1 is 0 - 200 cm3/min with higher accuracy. The 
measurement range of MFC2 is 0 - 1000 cm3/min, with lower accuracy. At the early stage of 
the test, three-way plug valve PV3 was operated, and MFC1 was used to monitor the flow rate, 
while MFC2 act as backup (standby monitoring). When fractures are generated in the sample, 
enormous flow rates occur at the outlet. If the range of MFC1 is exceeded, MFC2 was activated.  
In this system, the downstream outlet was not connected directly to the atmosphere, but the 
downstream pressure was set to 0.2 MPa. So the pressure difference was 0.8 MPa. In order to 
assure the tightness of the rubber core sleeve, the pore pressure has been set lower than the 
confining pressure.  
Together with the test system, the oil syringe pump was connected to the triaxial cell with the 
plug valve PV4. The confining pressure was kept constant by the servo-controlled pump 
system.  
3.3 Test procedure 
Conventional triaxial loading experiments are still the most popular ones to measure 
permeability, deformability and strength of coal samples simultaneously under conditions 
similar to in-situ conditions. 
The loading frame stiffness incl. the triaxial cell was first calibrated to obtain realistic 
deformations when samples were compressed. For gas permeability tests, leakage was checked 
prior to each conducted test. A standard metal specimen (dummy) is used to make sure that 
there is no leakage in the system.  
Exemplary, sample C1 under 2.5 MPa confining pressure is used to describe the test procedure. 
After set-up and calibrating the test system, the servo-controlled program is activated to 
initialize the boundary conditions. Axial loading pressure and confining pressure are raised to 
2.5 MPa to reach a hydrostatic stress state. Both pressures are held constant, and then the 
upstream gas pressure is applied gradually: its value is increased to 1 MPa as designed. At this 
early moment, no gas pressure can be detected at the downstream end. Gas seepage occurs 
inside the sample. After 6 - 8 hours, a downstream flow rate can be detected and tends to reach 
a stable state. By adjusting CV2, downstream pressure is set to 0.2 MPa, but minor pressure 
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occur at upstream and downstream after this operation. Therefore, CV1 and CV2 need to be 
further adjusted manually to maintain the desired gas pressure difference. After the system 
reaches steady flow state again, axial load is applied by further movement of the upper loading 
plate. The axial loading process is applied with a very small speed of about 8 × 10-5 mm/s. The 
axial loading process is discontinuously in steps: the loading process lasts 750 s followed by a 
pause, the stress condition is kept constant for a period of time during the pause and was then 
further increased. So the gas seepage reaches a stable state after several stress changes. This 
cycle of loading and holding was repeated through the whole testing process, and flow rates 
were monitored and recorded after each cycle synchronously. After the flow rate (permeability) 
reaches the peak value, the test process is monitored carefully and prepared for termination. 
The loading should be halted before the sample is fully damaged. So the damage pattern is still 
visible for investing internal crack propagation. Otherwise, all samples will break into tiny 
fragments with extremely developed crack network. The crack propagation and damage pattern 
are both valuable in displaying the flow paths. When axial stress and flow rate remain relatively 
constant, the permeability evolution process was evaluated incl. the corresponding stress-strain 
relations. Stress-strain curves of triaxial compression were measured, and permeability 
variations according to strains were calculated from corresponding recorded flow rates.  
3.4 Results and discussion 
Coal samples with standard size were tested in the laboratory. Permeability evolution tests were 
performed under triaxial compression, and CT techniques were applied to scan the samples 
before and after the tests. Permeability-strain curves and stress-strain curves were obtained. The 
images of the internal fracture networks were compared.  
Nine coal samples have been tested with confining pressures of 2.5 MPa, 5.0 MPa and 7.5 MPa, 
respectively. Seven samples provide representative seepage characteristics. Due to some 
objective factors, it is not possible to evaluate the two other samples. Physical dimensions, 
confinement settings and final permeability (not the peak permeability) are obtained as shown 
in Table 3.2. With different confining pressures, the duration time varies from 20 to 40 hours. 
Peak permeability is reached after the peak axial differential stress. The permeability is not 
consistent after reaching the peak value. The relation of peak permeability corresponding to 
confining pressures is shown in later sections. The trend from peak permeability to final 
permeability is also analyzed. 















C1 2.5 25.50 50.60 4.20 × 10-6 3.06 × 10-15 
C11 2.5 24.77 49.80 1.58 × 10-6 1.14 × 10-15 
C13 5.0 24.99 50.02 1.23 × 10-6 8.49 × 10-16 
C15 5.0 22.32 50.10 3.87 × 10-6 3.84 × 10-15 
C4 7.5 25.47 50.85 1.20 × 10-6 8.69 × 10-16 
C12 7.5 24.89 49.89 3.33 × 10-7 2.67 × 10-16 
C16 7.5 24.54 50.28 4.20 × 10-7 4.23 × 10-16 






Figure 3.3 Complete stress-strain curves of samples under triaxial compression 
As shown in Figure 3.3, peak differential stresses and corresponding strain values increase with 
increasing confining pressures. When confining stress and pore pressure are fixed, the seepage 
process shows a complicated pattern with axial stress variation. According to the stress-strain 
curve of sample C1 shown in Figure 3.4, the permeability-strain curve is lagging behind the 
stress-strain curve. The permeability in Figure 3.4 is shown in a logarithmic scale. The seepage 
process inside the coal sample undergoes the following five stages: 
1. Initial compaction stage (I). Coal is a typical porous medium, where micro-cracks and pores 
are uniformly distributed. In the beginning, the permeability decreases linearly with increasing 
axial loading. The internal voids are closed due to the external compression, so the flow rate is 
decreasing due to the lack of seepage paths. The sample deforms evenly and initial pores are 
closing gradually. The general permeability decrease is small. The stress-strain curve with 
confining pressure of 2.5 MPa shows the typical behavior: the coal sample is compressed in 
this stage and behaves linear elastic. When the axial stress reaches 11.28 MPa (differential 
stress is 8.78 MPa) the permeability decreases towards the minimum value. When the 
permeability is at the minimum value, the corresponding stress point is defined as σm. It is 
difficult to observe the gas seepage behavior inside the sample. 





Figure 3.4 Differential stress (axial stress minus circumferential stress) and permeability 
evolution versus axial strain for sample C1 
2. Linear elastic deformation stage (II). After axial stress reached the stress point σm, 
permeability, as well as gas flow rate increase moderately with axial stress. These rates raise 
significantly in the early phase. The trends follow the stress-strain curve in the linear elastic 
stage. In this stage, initial fractures propagate and new micro-cracks are generated under 
combined influence of axial pressure, confining pressure and pore pressure.  
3. Nonlinear deformation and peak strength stage (III). With continuous increase of axial stress, 
fractures grow further and connect with each other. Macroscopic fractures begin to appear and 
permeability increases drastically.  
4. Strain softening stage (IV). After the sample reaches the peak differential stress of 28 MPa, 
permeability is still increasing with increasing axial strain. Such scenario last until axial stress 
is decreased to 22.74 MPa. Then permeability and flow rate reach peak values and maintain 
constant. Shear displacements occur on macro fractures after the peak strength stage. Apertures 
and coalescence of fractures increase with extensive deformations, and the fracture system 
becomes fully developed. Based on the experimental results, the peak permeability occurs in 
this stage. 
5. Residual stress stage (V). Ongoing deformations cause abrasion on fracture surfaces. With 
the decrease of surface roughness, the aperture decreases simultaneously. So - to a small extent 
- a compaction phenomenon appears and the permeability of the broken sample decreases with 
confining pressure. This decrease is more pronounced at higher confining pressures. Minor 
decline might occur afterward, which might be caused by macroscopic flow processes itself, 
further internal fracture propagation has less influences on seepage characteristics.  
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As mentioned already above, the stress point σm has some significance for the permeability 
evolution process. When the axial stress reaches σm, the gas seepage velocity reaches a 
minimum value, and the seepage phenomenon is restricted. Beyond σm, the gas seepage velocity 
changes qualitatively, it increases drastically with increasing axial stress. The pores inside the 
sample are poorly connected at the stress point σm, and the flow paths are in their narrowest 
states. Lowest permeability is the physical meaning of σm.  
In engineering practice, horizontal and vertical in-situ stresses are monitored. Combined with 
laboratory works, permeability-stress curves of target coal samples are achieved, and the stress 
points σm are obtained. By avoiding such stress states, the extraction efficiency could be raised, 
and accidents may be avoided.  
Because of the effect of confining pressure and the limitation of monitoring devices, initial flow 
rates under specific conditions are difficult to detect. The minimum detectable flow rate is 
1.5 sccm (standard cubic centimeters per minute), which equals to 2.5 × 10-8 m3/s. Only for 
samples C1 and C15 it was possible to detect the σm values, so in this research the stress point 
σd is determined when flow rate was detected firstly. The value of σd is important to predict the 
change in permeability. With 7.5 MPa confining pressure, flow was detected firstly after the 
tests reached peak differential stresses. The corresponding strain at stress point σd is εd, which 
increases through the test. εd is also an important critical point to describe the permeability 
evolution trend as shown in Figure 3.5. The corresponding strain value at peak permeability is 
defined as εp.  
 
 
Figure 3.5 Strain value εd versus confining pressure 
The linear fitting of εd versus confining pressure results in Equation 3.4 (see also Figure 3.5).  












            (Equation 3.4) 
The permeability evolution (in linear scale) for different samples under various confining 































Figure 3.6 Permeability evolution and complete stress-strain curve  
The permeability tends to decrease with low confining pressure, and the extreme low flow rates 
at high confining pressure cannot be detected in the early stage. The permeability evolution of 
sample C1 shows the typical trend (see Figure 3.6(a)). Stress points σd are monitored before 
peak strengths for confining pressures of 2.5 and 5.0 MPa, and σd values of samples at 7.5 MPa 
were observed after the peak strength. The permeability evolution of sample C15 shown in 
Figure 3.6(d) reveals an exactly different trend compared with other samples. The sudden 
increase of flow rate and cease of seepage behavior are possibly caused by its internal structure. 
It took very long time after peak strength to detect seepage in sample C16, which is also caused 
by its special structural character. So the permeability results of sample C15 and C16 are not 
considered when deducing a universal permeability evolution rule. 
By analyzing the results, confinements are proven to restrict the permeability evolution. 
Confining pressures were applied perpendicular to the general flow direction, and fractures are 
generated predominantly parallel to the axis and were closed during the first phase. By 
comparing the models with different confining pressures, before the peak strength is reached, 
permeability is reduced by more than one order of magnitude when confining pressure changes 
from 2.5 to 7.5 MPa. In post peak stages, permeability varies in a much wider range with low 
confining pressure, sometimes permeability values maintain stable with minor increase such as 
sample C1 shown in Figure 3.6(a), or reduce to one third of peak value such as sample C11 
shown in Figure 3.6(b). So the post-peak permeability is more sensitive at low confining 
pressure. Before peak strength is reached, axial stress restricts the seepage by a small extent. 
After the peak strength, applied axial stress is able to further increase the permeability at low 
confinement; on the other hand, axial stress causes more constraints on flow channels at high 
confining pressure. 
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It is believed that, the permeability decreases when stresses are compressive on the fracture. On 
the other hand, the permeability increases significantly when stresses induce tension/shear 
effects on the fractures. Compared with flow through macroscopic fractures, the permeability 
of coal for fluids (gas or liquid) is extremely small.  
The permeability evolution curves shown in Figure 3.7 are obtained by investigating the 
laboratory test results. The results from sample C12, C15 and C16 have been neglect, because 
they are significantly affected by specific internal structures. The structural influences on 
sample permeability is documented in the following chapters. The internal structures affect the 
permeability by creating different fracture networks, especially in the post peak stage. The 
different performances of sample C1 and C11 under same confining pressure proved that, the 
fractures may behave divergently under same conditions which is discussed later in this chapter. 
The flow rate of sample C16 was detected much later with extreme low value due to the special 
structural features, so the permeability trend of C16 is also neglected when deducing the general 
rule. According to the trends of C11, C13, C4 and C12, the following is assumed: if the coal 
samples are fully destroyed under triaxial compression, all the fragments are still compressed 
by the confinement. The magnitudes of final permeability in different samples tend to converge 
to a stable value (which is about 8 × 10-16 m2 as shown in Figure 3.7).  
 
 
Figure 3.7 Permeability evolution at different confining pressures 
Based on the results, the peak differential stress and peak permeability are in clear correlation 
with confining pressure. A lagging characteristic is observed between corresponding strain 
values at peak differential stress and peak permeability, which can also be noticed easily in 
Figure 3.6. Simple values of lagging axial strain differences are not clear to reflect the influence 
of confining pressure, but the ratio between strains at peak differential stress and peak 
permeability shows the lagging effects much better. A lower ratio value means larger difference 
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between these two strain values. So with higher confining pressure the lagging effect becomes 
stronger as shown in Figure 3.8. 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Lagging characteristic (strain at peak differential stress vs. strain at peak 
permeability) as function of confining pressures 
Despite the lagging characteristic, for a better demonstration of permeability trends, the peak 
permeability of each sample is shown together with the peak axial differential stresses. Trends 
of peak differential stress and peak permeability for different confining pressures are shown in 
Figure 3.9. The permeability increased rapidly after axial stress reached the stress point σd. For 
developing a general permeability evolution trend, σd is an important criterion to predict the 
permeability. From the macroscopic view, the maximum permeability is assumed to appear 
immediately after stress point σd is reached. But for samples with 7.5 MPa confining pressure, 
the stress point σd occurred after the peak differential stress, which means the axial stress firstly 
increased to peak differential stress, and then reduces to σd. In order to avoid any 
misunderstanding, the peak differential stresses are used as the criterion. Peak permeability 
shows strong dependency on confining pressure. The final permeability is reached in a 
convergence process.  
Line 1 and line 2 (see Figure 3.9) are reference lines of peak permeability and final permeability. 
This 3D figure is able to reveal the general trends of permeability evolution considering the 
combined effects of confining pressure and differential stress. By projecting the points into a 
plane, the relation between peak differential stresses and peak permeability versus confining 
pressure can be illustrated like shown in Figure 3.10. Peak differential stresses and peak 
permeability are predictable for specific confining pressures.  









Figure 3.10 Peak differential stress and peak permeability versus confining pressure 
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A linear fitting for peak differential stress and peak permeability as function of confining 
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            (Equation 3.6) 
in which, σp is peak differential stress (MPa); kp is peak permeability (m2). The rubber core 
sleeves were removed after testing and pictures were taken to observe the fractures. The 
apertures appeared larger because of the unloading behavior. The fragment structures of 4 
samples after destruction have been rebuilt with a digital processing method as shown in Figure 
3.11. The samples C11, C12 and C16 recovered from tests were tightly packed with rubber core 
sleeve. The samples were broken into tiny fragments as shown in Figure 3.12, and the main 
structure of the fractures could not be obtained.  
 
(a) C1                                   (b) C13 
 
(c) C15                                   (d) C4 
 
Figure 3.11 Digital reconstructed structures of deformed samples 
 





Figure 3.12 Complete deformed sample C16 with core sleeve 
The fracture angle is the angle between fracture surface and the horizontal plane. According to 
the pictures, fracture angles for different confining pressures were achieved as shown in Table 
3.3 (see also Figure 3.13). Under uniaxial compression, coal samples are damaged mostly by 
vertical splitting, and fracture angle was about 90°. The samples under triaxial compression are 
broken by shear fractures with angles from 50° to 80°. When the confining pressure was lower 
than 5 MPa, single shear fractures appeared. The fracture angles decrease with higher confining 
pressure, when multiple parallel fractures or intersected fractures appear. The observed 
reduction of fracture angel with increasing confinement supports the concept of a non-linear 
failure envelop (decreasing friction angle in terms of non-linear Mohr-Coulomb theory).  
Table 3.3 Fracture parameters of different coal samples after final destruction 
Sample Nr. C1 C13 C15 C4 C11 C12 C16 
σ3 
(MPa) 




75 73 68 52 
Not available 
Surface area Aall 
(mm2) 



















The fractures connecting the top and bottom surfaces (final state of C1 and C15) are causing a 
tremendous increase in permeability. On the other hand, the fracture through the sample C4 
also caused an increase in permeability, but not so significant. The fracture through sample C1 
was generated in the early stage of compression, while the fracture in sample C4 occurred in a 
later stage. All the fragments of sample C4 were compacted and extremely tight.  





Figure 3.13 Main fracture angle in the coal samples versus confining pressure 
3.5 Conclusions  
The permeability evolution under different stress states has been investigated by HM-coupled 
conventional triaxial compression tests. An experimental test system is developed to measure 
flow rates under confined conditions. Laboratory tests are performed on several cylindrical coal 
samples from the Chinese Pingdingshan coal field.  
At fixed confining pressures, the increase of axial stress generated complex strain and gas 
permeability evolution. The evolution process is described by five stages in terms of 
permeability and deformation. Each sample goes through the following five stages: initial 
compaction stage, linear elastic deformation stage, nonlinear deformation and peak strength 
stage, strain softening stage and residual stress stage.  
Peak permeability appears after peak differential stress, and permeability remained at relatively 
high values during the subsequent plastic compaction stage. Peak differential stress and peak 
permeability of the samples depend heavily on confining pressure. In general, the permeability 
increased dramatically after the sample reached the stress point σd when flow rate was detected 
firstly or recovered from minimum states. According to the test results, the following is 
assumed: if the coal samples are fully destroyed under triaxial compression all the fragments 
are still compressed by the confinement. The magnitude of final permeability at different 
confining pressures tend to converge. 
By further analyzing both - the image and lab test data - fractures propagate through the samples 
easily at low confining pressures, which leads to high permeability of the sample. On the 
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contrary, at high confining pressure, only a few main fractures are generated with orientation 
towards the side surfaces, and low permeability is maintained until failure of the sample.  
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4 Numerical simulation of triaxial tests 
4.1 Introduction  
Triaxial compression tests as described in previous chapters are the most common and effective 
method to investigate the rock behavior under different stress states. Progressive cracking of 
rock samples was investigated in the laboratory. Such tests document that different minerals 
produce distinct behavior during the failure process (Li et al. 2002). In addition to lab tests, 
numerical simulations of rock samples under triaxial loading are used to get deeper insight into 
the deformation and damage behavior.  
The Distinct Element Method (DEM) has been used to simulate rock material, where the rock 
model is composed of cemented granular material of complex shaped grains. Both, grains and 
cement can be deformable and may break (Potyondy and Cundall 2004). The DEM has a great 
potential to simulate rock fracture problems (Kazerani and Zhao 2010; Lan et al. 2010). This 
method allows realistic simulations of crack initiation and propagation.  
Some preliminary studies were performed to investigate sample deformation under different 
load configurations using PFC (Zhao et al. 2009b). This study considers simplified 
conventional triaxial compression and plane strain models to reproduce macroscopic measured 
stress-strain relations. The effect of boundary conditions on general elastic response, peak and 
critical state have been investigated. The properties and the implementation scheme of the 
boundary conditions influence the response of the granular system significantly. The simulation 
of triaxial compression tests on coal samples is used to illustrate details of the internal 
deformation and damage process. Heterogeneity of the sample can be taken into account, which 
means the microstructure in form of mineral inclusions (distribution, size and packing as well 
as contacts between the components).  
A lot of numerical simulations of triaxial compression tests have been performed in two 
dimensions. Triaxial compression tests were simplified as biaxial tests with rigid or flexible 
membranes at outer boundaries where confining pressure is applied (e.g. Ciantia et al. 2016; 
Iwashita and Oda 2002; Wang and Leung 2008). A flexible membrane with bonded particles is 
commonly used in 2D biaxial simulations.  
A 3D implementation of a flexible membrane generally requires a complex formulation or 
extensive computational power (Kuhn 1995; O’Sullivan and Cui 2009; Uthus et al. 2008). The 
increasing availability of DEM codes and advances in computational power enable researchers 
to model triaxial tests in 3D. Many researchers simulated true triaxial tests, in which cubic 
samples were fixed within flat rigid boundaries (Belheine et al. 2009; Salot et al. 2009; Sitharam 
et al. 2002). Rigid boundaries are the most common used boundary condition for triaxial 
simulations of cylindrical samples and parallelepiped specimens (Belheine et al. 2009; Hasan 
and Alshibli 2010; Lu and Frost 2010). The rigid boundary has its advantages in representing 
end platen in triaxial tests. Nonetheless, these works demonstrate how rigid boundaries inhibit 
localization, causing significant non-uniformities in the stresses along the boundary. This 
technique is not able to apply a uniform lateral stress, and the fixed shape hinders the onset and 
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growth of local strain as well as shear band in triaxial simulations (Cheung and O’Sullivan 
2008).  
Other researchers simulated the effect of confining pressure by applying forces directly to the 
sample and allowing it to deform freely (Cheung and O’Sullivan 2008; Cui et al. 2008; 
O’Sullivan and Cui 2009; Wang and Tonon 2009). A stress-controlled flexible boundary was 
used to model the membrane (sleeve). Some advanced researches have improved this technique 
remarkably. After boundary particles have been detected, their coordinates were projected to a 
rectangular plane using Voronoi cells, the corresponding area of each particle was monitored 
and the force applied was obtained. Then the forces are distributed to these particles to simulate 
a stress-controlled flexible boundary. However, change in virtual surface area of the sample 
was not considered accurately. Although this technique is quite effective, it assumes that the 
membrane remains cylindrical, which is not an optimal representation for a flexible sleeve 
boundary typically used for conventional triaxial tests. The forces are applied directly towards 
the axis of the sample rather than normal to the sample surface. A hydrostatic boundary has 
been proposed as an alternative strategy. Boundary conditions are reproduced by simulating the 
confining fluid pressure during triaxial tests. Additional boundary elements are not required, 
and computational time is decreased (Ng 2004). Another disadvantage of modeling confining 
pressure with forces solely is that, no actual membrane elements exist in the model, so there is 
no scope for observing the behavior of the membrane and the effects of its properties. Since no 
boundary elements are used in this approach, the membrane – sample interaction cannot be 
examined.  
Periodic boundaries have been generated in some DEM simulations and the samples were 
assumed to be surrounded by identical elements in all directions (Lee et al. 2012; Ng 2002; 
Thornton 2000). Multiple cuboid elements were generated to cover the sample. A uniform strain 
field was created with this technique, and boundary effects were mostly eliminated. However, 
the triaxial application was difficult to reproduce due to the cylindrical shape of the sample. 
To properly reproduce the flexible latex membrane, researchers have made some progress with 
the flexible bonding approach. Series of particles were generated to represent the membrane as 
shown in Figure 4.1. They were connected with flexible contact bonds (Iwashita and Oda 2002; 
Wang and Leung 2008). Bonded particles were assembled in the shape of a sleeve, and high 
pressure was applied to generate 3-dimensional conditions. The lateral stress conditions have 
been verified in detail by several researchers (de Bono et al. 2013; Cheung and O’Sullivan 
2008). Adopting bonded particles as flexible membrane was a significant improvement in 
triaxial compression simulations. The modification of particle properties is easy, and detection 
of the boundary particles on the surface is unnecessary. Moreover, the investigation of 
membrane – sample interaction became possible, and this technique provides efficient 
numerical modeling. The accuracy of bonded particle membrane simulation was validated by 
visual comparison and macroscopic response analysis of numerical models in comparison to 
laboratory test results (Cleary 2000; O’Sullivan and Cui 2009). If the radius of membrane 
particles is much smaller than particle size and dimension of the sample, enormous amount of 
particles are necessary to simulate the membrane and the computational amount and simulation 
time increases significantly. However, the bonded particles are assigned with high stiffness, 
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and the bond also need to be strong to maintain their continuity. With the deformation of sample 




Figure 4.1 Triaxial model with membrane formed by balls  
The main objective of this chapter is to develop a flexible membrane with independent wall 
elements for 3D conventional triaxial testing using DEM. Instead of connected membrane 
particles, independent wall elements are used. In contrast to a continuous rigid latex membrane, 
the new proposed membrane can stretch and shrink similar to a flexible membrane used during 
lab tests. The confining stress is uniformly applied on the surface, and a corresponding force to 
each wall element is calculated according to the target boundary condition. This approach 
involves an updating of the applied force on each membrane wall element based on the flexible 
nature of a rubber membrane.  
4.2 Modelling 
The new proposed modelling procedure of conventional triaxial loading (called ‘flexible wall 
approach’ = FW approach’) includes two steps: 
(1) The first step comprises the sample generation. A 3-dimensional coal sample is generated 
and calibrated based on the process explained in previous chapters. The model is assigned with 
linear parallel bonds, and the geometric features of the real sample are included. At bottom and 
top of the sample horizontal walls are installed to apply vertical load. The numerical simulations 
were performed in a strain-controlled mode by specifying constant velocities at the top and 
bottom walls. For this purpose, only a small frictional coefficient of 0.1 was assigned to the 
interface between wall and top and bottom of the sample. 
(2) The second step considers the confinement. Wall elements are distributed around the sample 
to provide the confining stress. The flexible rubber membrane is duplicated by a set of isolated 
wall elements, instead of one piece of cylindrical wall.  
The spatial position of each wall element is determined by sets of Fish functions. In the 
parameter assignment file, the number of square wall units along the circumference is set to a 
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certain value (for instance 16 as shown in Figure 4.2). The number of wall elements along the 
circumference can be enlarged to increase the resolution. Coordinates of a series of points are 
firstly calculated, many circles of points can be assigned in space. A circle of basic triangular 
walls are formed by connecting two adjacent point circles. These triangular walls are generated 
in pairs. Each pair of wall element forms one square wall unit. By repeating this process, 
circular arranged wall elements are stacked together vertically to cover the entire sample as the 
membrane. 
The cylindrical membrane should be longer than the sample to fully cover the model under any 
kind of deformation. Exemplary, sample model and wall elements are shown in Figure 4.2. To 
simulate the confinement, wall servo commands are applied to each wall element. The wall 
servo function is activated based on the parameter assignment.  
 
 
Figure 4.2 Reconstructed DEM sample with FW membrane as outer vertical boundary 
Testing was performed with confining pressures of 2.5 MPa, 5 MPa and 7.5 MPa, respectively. 
For each wall element, the target force is calculated by the defined confining pressure multiplied 
by its actual area. The simulated hydraulic pressure acts on the normal direction of the wall 
elements. For instance, when there are 16 square units around the circumference, the confining 
pressure is 2.5 MPa and the edge length of the initial triangle wall is 4.8 mm, the target force 
on each wall is 30.21 N. 
The wall elements representing the membrane are isolated from loading platens by assigning 
different groups. The coordinates of the vertices are permanently recorded during the 
simulation, which is essential for updating the confinement (position of wall corners and 
forces). 
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First, the model is run into equilibrium. Before triaxial loading, a new wall servo command is 
applied to the loading platens together with the confinement, and the model reaches a 
hydrostatic stress state first. Then loading process acts with given constant velocities of the 
vertical loading platens. Loading stops when residual stress value drops to 60% of the peak 
stress. 
During the test, the model (sample) deforms continuously and the side surfaces become uneven 
due to the failure pattern. In this model, each wall element representing the membrane is 
isolated, and the dynamic state of a wall element is only determined by the wall-servo function. 
Deviations from the target force lead to a translational velocity on the wall elements to achieve 
the desired condition. Consequently, nearly constant target forces are maintained by the 
movement of the wall elements. 
The Fish function (Fish is a code-internal program language) to update the contact force is 
activated every 1000 steps during the simulations, and the walls are either stretched or squeezed 
to maintain a closed membrane.  
 
Figure 4.3 Sketch to illustrate the wall element updating process (FW approach) 
Figure 4.3 illustrates the updating process for the wall elements representing the sleeve. Wall 1 
and 2 consist of isosceles rectangular triangles as shown in Figure 4.3(b). Wall elements 3, 4 
and 5 are the lower left triangles from the right unit (r), upper unit (u) and diagonal/opposite 
unit (o), respectively. Point B, C and D are the lower left vertices of wall elements 3, 4 and 5, 
respectively. After several steps, the wall elements move to new positions as shown in Figure 
4.3(c) and the triangles 1 and 2 are stretched and become triangles 1’ and 2’ with the new 
vertices B’, C’ and D’. All the wall elements are adjusted according to the same rule, so that 
the confining structure is kept continuously updated to duplicate the deformed membrane. 
When a wall is updated to a new shape, the wall area also changes because of the deformation. 
Constant target force is no longer correct for the new situation. According to the applied FISH 
function, the area of each wall unit is calculated again after stretching or squeezing, and a new 
target force (equivalent to the confining pressure) is applied. By running these functions, the 
overall confinement remains constant even if significant deformations occur.  
The parameters of the wall-servo function affect the results, because the target forces on each 
wall element were updated automatically by Fish functions. Therefore, the maximum velocity 
of the wall units should be slightly larger than the loading velocity, and the gain factor should 
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also be adjusted to react to the deformation immediately. The codes of this function is shown 
in Appendix A1.  
Exemplary, triaxial simulation results of sample C1 are shown in Figure 4.4 for confining 
pressures of 2.5 MPa. Formed fracture networks in each stage are also shown (shear and tensile 
cracks are represented by red and green disks, respectively). The final deformed membrane is 
plotted as a group of continuous smooth wall elements.  
 
 
Figure 4.4 Simulated stress-strain curves and crack evolution for coal sample C1 with 
2.5 MPa confining pressure using the FW approach 
 





Figure 4.5 Average stress components in z-, x- and y-directions for each measure region 
(negative stress values represent compression) 
Based on the given boundary conditions, the average (overall) state within the sample is 
assumed to be homogeneous to fulfill the force equilibrium. According to equilibrium, average 
vertical and horizontal stresses inside the sample should be consistent with applied boundary 
conditions. This criterion is used to validate the simulation results. Spherical measure regions 
have been created to check if boundary conditions and average horizontal stress - assuming 
constant confinement - remain constant, and that fluctuations which happen after reaching peak 
differential stress as shown in Figure 4.5 are small.  
The final deformed state of the reconstructed samples C1 and C2 under 2.5 MPa confining 
pressure are shown in Figure 4.6. Extreme cases have been tested including models composed 
of different layers, where mechanical parameters in different layers have huge differences. The 
confining membranes remain closed even in case of large non-uniform deformations. The 
boundary conditions are well maintained.  




(a) Sample C1 under 2.5 MPa confining pressure 
 
(b) Sample C2 under 2.5 MPa confining pressure 
 
Figure 4.6 Cross-section of samples before and after 3-axial compression simulation 
4.3 Calibration and verification 
The mechanical parameters are calibrated primarily by uniaxial compression simulations. Later 
triaxial compressive conditions are used for further modifications of the parameters. Some basic 
relationships between the micro-mechanical parameters and macroscopic behavior are given by 
Kazerani and Zhao (2010) and Lan et al. (2010). This calibration process is based on previous 
researches, and modified to fit the laboratory results. Parallel bond contact is applied between 
particles in this work.  
Realistic coal sample models consist of matrix and inclusions. Each component was calibrated 
with designed calibration routines. Due to the co-existence of both components more detailed 
calibrations have to be performed.  
In order to perform the calibration, a series of microscopic mechanical parameters were 
considered in the numerical model, such as bond elastic modulus (pb_emod), normal to shear 
stiffness ratio (kratio), tensile and shear strength and friction angle (pb_fa). Some parameters 
have cross effects with each other on the macroscopic parameters, such as Poisson’s ratio, peak 
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strength and failure patterns. Thus, a specific calibration methodology is proposed to overcome 
this cross dependency.  
The hydraulic conditions were not considered during this process, only dry samples under 
uniaxial compression were considered in the calibration phase. Three cylindrical samples with 
diameter of 25 mm and length of 50 mm were selected from all samples and used as reference. 
Uniaxial compression tests in the laboratory have been performed and compressive elastic 
moduli, Poisson’s ratios and UCS of each sample were obtained. The average UCS of the three 
samples is 14.97 MPa as shown in Table 4.1.  


















C21 5.060 2.550 25.84 37.20 1.44 16.28 2.73 0.37 
C22 5.080 2.553 26.00 37.28 1.43 13.08 2.21 0.34 
C23 5.086 2.550 25.97 37.57 1.45 15.55 2.17 0.35 
Average 5.075 2.551 25.94 37.35 1.44 14.97 2.37 0.35 
According to experience, the parallel bond effective modulus (pb_emod) and the elastic 
modulus are proven to follow a linear relationship. The ratio of normal to shear stiffness (kratio) 
and the macroscopic Poisson’s ratio show a logarithmic relationship in the elastic stage. The 
ratio of tensile to shear strength (sratio) influences the deformation pattern. When sratio is 
fixed, the macroscopic strength changes linearly with the values of tensile and shear strength. 
Friction angle (pb_fa) has no significant effect before simulated samples reached peak strength, 
but it affects the ratio of tensile to shear cracks (cratio). These rules are adapted in this chapter 
to guide the calibration process. The following steps are performed to calibrate the mechanical 
parameters: 
(1) In the first step, the linear group elastic modulus (emod) is analyzed. A default linear model 
has been assigned to all elements when generating the model. Then it has been replaced by 
parallel bond model between particles during the bonding phase. The linear group type is 
activated again only after the failure of the parallel bond group, so emod has the same value as 
pb_emod. kratio is also assigned the same value as pb_kratio in the parallel bond group.  
(2) In the second step, the contribution of pb_emod to the macroscopic compression modulus 
is investigated. pb_emod and emod have been assigned the same value. So the uniaxial 
compression is simulated to calibrate both, pb_emod and emod. Different pb_emod and emod 
are introduced with predefined intervals, and all other parameters are set to relatively high 
values. The stress-strain curves and deformation patterns are shown in Figure 4.7. The 
relationship between elastic modulus and pb_emod is illustrated in Figure 4.8.  









Figure 4.8 Relationship between compressive elastic modulus and parallel bond group 
elastic modulus 
The fitting equation in Figure 4.8 is shown below: 










            (Equation 4.1) 
in which: Ec is compressive elastic modulus (GPa); x is the value of emod (GPa). A typical 
tested elastic value of 2.2 GPa is substituted into Equation 4.1, then x is found to be 1.67. So 
emod and pb_emod are assigned 1.67 GPa. The value of pb_emod is verified with direct tensile 
simulations. Other parameters are assigned with relative high value, the target elastic modulus 
of tension can be matched mostly. After this step, only uniaxial compression simulations are 
performed for calibration. 
(3) In the third step, kratio and macroscopic Poisson’s ratio are established. emod and pb_emod 
are fixed. kratio and pb_kratio are assumed to be the same. Uniaxial compression simulations 
are performed with different pb_kratio, e.g. 3.0, 6.0, 9.0, 12.0, 15.0 and 18.0.  
 
 
Figure 4.9 Relationship between Poisson`s ratio and axial strain for different pb_kratio 
under uniaxial compression  
The Poisson’s ratios at different axial strains have been calculated for each model. The trend 
curves are shown in Figure 4.9. The fitting relationship can be seen in Figure 4.10, and the 









              (Equation 4.2) 
in which: ν is the macroscopic Poisson’s ratio; x represents kratio. If the measured Poisson’s 
ratio of 0.3 is inserted into Equation 4.2, kratio and pb_kratio are obtained to be 14.65. 





Figure 4.10 Relationship between Poisson’s ratio and normal to shear stiffness ratio under 
uniaxial compression 
(4) In the fourth step, sratio is investigated. With fixed emod, pb_emod, kratio and pb_kratio, 
different normal to shear strength ratios have been proven to affect the deformation patterns. 
The particle bonds are assigned by pb_emod, pb_kratio, tensile strength (pb_ten), cohesion 
(pb_coh) and friction angle (pb_fa). The shear bond strength is not modifiable directly in the 
simulation, but is set via pb_ten and pb_coh.  
 
 
Figure 4.11 Stress-strain curves for different ratios between tensile strength and cohesion 
(uniaxial compression tests) 
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For all simulations shown in Figure 4.11, pb_ten is set to 5 MPa and cohesion ranges from 0.5 
to 6 MPa. The models tend to fail with more shear cracks with high sratio, and more tensile 
cracks occur easily with low sratio. Based on a comparison with the lab test results, this sratio 
is estimated to be between 1 and 5. cratio and deformation patterns are shown in Figure 4.12. 
sratio is constant for one specific material, so 4 and 5 are chosen for further calibration.  
 
  (a) sratio: 0.833     (b) sratio: 1        (c) sratio: 1.67    (d) sratio: 2.5 
 
(e) sratio: 4        (f) sratio: 5       (g) sratio: 10 
(cratio: ratio of tensile cracks to shear cracks) 
 
Figure 4.12 Damage patterns for uniaxial loaded models with different ratios of tensile 
strength to cohesion (tensile cracks: green disks; shear cracks: red disks) 
When all the previous mentioned parameters are kept constant, the dilatancy behavior of the 
numerical model is controlled by the inter-particle friction angle. After choosing the proper 
friction angle, the relationship between strength values are also determined. According to the 
failure envelope, pb_fa follows the relation shown in Equation 4.3. pb_fa affects the failure 
types of the bonds before peak stress is reached. It has significant influence on damage and 
deformation pattern after peak stress.  
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0 tan /  cΦ c σ             (Equation 4.3) 
in which:  is the parallel-bond group friction angle, ̅ is cohesion and  is uniaxial tensile 




Figure 4.13 Stress-strain curves for different friction angles (uniaxial compression tests) 
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A series of simulations are performed with fixed strength ratios, and pb_fa in each model is set 
to 0°, 4°, 7°, 8°, 12°, 14° and 21°, respectively (see Figure 4.13). As shown in Figure 4.14, 
when sratio is 4 and pb_fa is 4°, crack distribution and post-peak stage can be better 
represented. 
(5) In the fifth step, a reference tensile strength of 2.5 MPa is defined. Then the reference 
cohesion is set to 0.625 MPa. In the simulations, an extra expansion coefficient is multiplied 
with the reference strength. With different expansion coefficients, a series of peak stresses are 
obtained for uniaxial compression simulations. The coefficient is set to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, 
respectively. The complete stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 4.15, and the relationship 
between peak stresses and expansion coefficient is shown in Figure 4.16. 








            (Equation 4.4) 
in which: σc is uniaxial compressive strength (MPa); x is the strength expansion coefficient. 
Based on the macro parameters σc = 15 MPa, x is 3.64. So the normal strength and shear strength 
were set to 9.09 MPa and 2.28 MPa respectively.  
 
(a) sratio: 4 pb_fa: 0°    (b) pb_fa: 4°    (c) pb_fa: 8°     (d) pb_fa: 12° 
 
(e) sratio: 5 pb_fa: 0°    (f) pb_fa: 7°      (g) pb_fa: 14°     (h) pb_fa: 21° 
(cratio: ratio of tensile cracks to shear cracks) 
 
Figure 4.14 Damage patterns for uniaxial loaded models with different friction angles 
(tensile cracks: green disks; shear cracks: red disks) 










Figure 4.16 Relationship between peak stress and strength expansion coefficient (uniaxial 
compression tests) 
(6) In the last step, the parameters are slightly modified according to the real simulation 
conditions. After previous steps, uniaxial compression tests and tensile tests are performed to 
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verify the mapping rule of the microscopic parameters. There are internal relations among all 
these parameters.  
 
 
Figure 4.17 Stress-strain curves for lab tests and numerical model after calibration 
Therefore, minor adjustments are essential, especially when parallel bond method is used. If 
the tensile strength is calibrated with uniaxial compression, the uniaxial tensile strength of the 
model is 20% to 30% of the compressive strength. This value is higher than the average 
compressive to tensile strength ratio of real rock and concrete materials, which is between 0.1 
and 0.2. By reducing the gap interval (gap), fewer contacts are activated, so the general strength 
is reduced, and vice versa. The stress-strain curve of the calibrated model for uniaxial 
compression test is shown in Figure 4.17. The mechanical parameters assigned for the uniaxial 
compression model are shown in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 Mechanical parameters of PFC3D model 
Model 
Element 
Parameter Coal matrix 
Particles 
N 34608 
rp (mm) 0.5  
ρp (kg/m3) 1390  
Contacts 
E (GPa) 1.67  
K* 14.65 
σc (MPa) 9.09  
c (MPa) 2.28  
μc 0.4 
Φ (°) 4 
gc (mm) 0.05  
Loading velocity 
Walls v (m/s) 0.01  
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The parameters of the inclusions (kaolinite) are also calibrated by the same method according 
to the mechanical properties given in literature (Mahabadi et al. 2012; Randall et al. 2009; Zhao 
et al. 2010a). The measured physical and mechanical parameters of the matrix (coal) and the 
inclusions (kaolinite) are shown in Table 4.3.  






















Matrix 1.3 2.37 0.35 0.23 1.13 0.11 35.0 30.0 
Inclusion 1.8 16.0 0.18 1.11 6.45 -- 34.6 -- 
After some testing, it was found that the difference between assigned stiffness ratios (pb_kratio) 
of matrix and inclusion lead to poor synchronous expansion of the components. Splitting was 
observed inside the model and the Poisson’s ratio of the sample model became significantly 
higher than that of both components. Therefore, the stiffness ratios (pb_kratio) of both material 
groups, especially the inclusion, were adjusted again to fit the lab test results.  
The parameters calibrated under uniaxial compression may not suitable also under triaxial 
compression, because the behavior is heavily affected by the confinement. Under such a 3-
dimensional stress field, the samples appear to have much higher macroscopic elasticity and 
peak compressive strength. The gas saturation may also reduce the overall strength of the 
sample model to a limited extent. 
The mechanical parameters assigned in PFC3D for 3-axial testing are shown in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4 Micro-mechanical parameters of the numerical coal model 







N 27390 7218 -- 
rp (mm) 0.5  0.5  -- 
ρp (kg/m3) 1390  1810  -- 
Contacts 
E (GPa) 2.09  2.84 1.90 
K* 14.65 2.44 1 
σc (MPa) 17.40  30.50  11.60 
c (MPa) 4.35  12.20  5.8 
μc  0.4 0.4 0.4 
Φ (°) 4 7 8 
gc (mm) 0.05  0.05  0.05  
Axial loading control 
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4.4 Sample reconstruction for modeling 
As mentioned in previous chapters, coal samples have been reconstructed based on CT 
technique. Five samples are used to simulate triaxial tests. These five samples C1, C2, C3, C4 
and C5, were generated according to the geometrical structure of real core samples.  
The internal structures incl. the different components are shown in Figure 4.18 and Table 4.5. 
As the figures illustrate, there are significant differences in the internal structure of these five 
samples. The amount of inclusions in samples C1 and C3 are obviously higher than those in 
samples C2, C4 and C5. The inclusions, presented by red particles, have higher strength than 
the matrix as mentioned previously. The inclusions in C1 (shown in Figure 4.18(a)) are 
distributed parallel to the axis of the sample. On the contrary, the inclusions in C4 and C5 
(shown in Figure 4.18(d) and (e)) are located isolated near the boundary surface in the central 
part and gathered at the top end, respectively. Especially in C4, both ends of the sample are 
composed of matrix particles, no large volume of inclusion has been monitored in this model.  
 
         (a) C1                             (b) C2 
 
          (c) C3                             (d) C4 






Figure 4.18 Reconstructed numerical models of coal samples (green: coal matrix, red: 
inclusions) 
 




C1 80.12% 19.88% 
C2 86.06% 13.94% 
C3 79.06% 20.94% 
C4 89.90% 10.10% 
C5 90.20% 9.80% 
The micro-mechanical parameters for the triaxial tests were calibrated using the experimental 
results of test with sample C1 and 2.5 MPa confining pressure. The calibrated parameters were 
also used to run the simulations of C3 with 5.0 MPa and C5 with 7.5 MPa for validation. Figure 
4.19, 4.21 and 4.23 show the results of 3-dimensional triaxial numerical simulations using the 
FW approach in comparison with the corresponding laboratory tests. Minor fluctuations are 
shown in the numerical simulation results, because the movement of mono-sized spherical 
particles has caused relatively large overlaps between particles and loading walls occasionally. 
Good agreement has been achieved between numerical simulations and laboratory experiments. 
The differential stress reaches a nearly constant value in the post-failure region until the end of 
the simulation. The initial slope in the elastic stage and the trend of residual strength observed 
during laboratory tests are well reproduced by the numerical model using the FW approach. 
Meanwhile, a model with traditional balls as membrane is also simulated for comparison (see 
Figure 4.1). The result is plotted in Figure 4.19. Same parameters are assigned to the numerical 
model, but the observed strength is significantly lower than using the FW approach. The force 
applied on each ball element is constant during the simulation. With this classical technique, 
the deformation of the sample cannot be transmitted to proper updated boundary conditions. 
Therefore, this method has some significant limitations. On the other side, the model with FW 
approach is able to follow realistic sample deformations. 









(a) initial stage            (b) first cracks are initiated 




(c) massive crack generation      (d) peak axial stress state 
 
(e) after peak stage           (f) residual stress stage 
 
Figure 4.20 Contact force chains with cracks for numerical model C1 with 2.5 MPa 
confining pressure in cross-sectional perspective (shear cracks: red, tensile cracks: 
green) 
 









(a) initial stage            (b) first cracks are initiated 




(c) massive crack generation      (d) peak axial stress state 
 
(e) after peak stage           (f) residual stress stage 
 
Figure 4.22 Contact force chains with cracks for numerical model C3 with 5.0 MPa 
confining pressure (shear cracks: red, tensile cracks: green) 
 









        (a) initial stage             (b) first cracks are initiated 




  (c) massive crack generation      (d) peak axial stress state 
 
   (e) after peak stage           (f) residual stress stage  
 
Figure 4.24 Contact force chains with cracks for numerical model C4 with 7.5 MPa 
confining pressure (shear cracks: red, tensile cracks: green) 
4.5 Discussion of results 
The numerical simulation of triaxial compression tests allows analyzing fracture propagation 
and failure pattern. Differential stress and number of triggered microcracks have been recorded 
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as well as the evolution of internal force chains. This provides insight from the microscopic 
perspective. Not only the heterogeneity in mineral composition, but also the distributions of 
inclusions and contacts between grains have influence on crack initiation and propagation.  
With different magnitudes of confining pressure, the peak strength deviates significantly. The 
triaxial results for one specific bonded model C1 are shown in Figure 4.25 for confining 
pressures of 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 MPa (the samples are loaded initially isotropic until desired 
confining pressure value is reached). In agreement with the experimental data, higher maximum 
differential stresses are strongly associated with higher confining pressures. The corresponding 
strain values at peak stress also increase with higher confining pressures.  
 
 
Figure 4.25 Differential stress and amount of cracks for model C1 versus axial strain 
during deviatoric regime for different confining pressures 
Number of induced cracks increased drastically when axial stress reached about 30 to 40% of 
the peak value, and increases again slightly at peak stress. This means: large amount of micro 
cracks are generated long before peak stress is reached, but macroscopic fractures are formed 
later. In the final state of the simulation, more cracks are generated in models with higher 
confining pressures. Because the lateral deformation was restrained, instead of generating 
macroscopic fractures, more micro cracks developed inside the samples. Amount and spatial 
distribution of the inclusions have great impact on the peak strength. The orientation of the 
inclusions (inclusion bands) affected the angle the fracture propagation. Inclusions with nearly 
parallel orientation to the axial stress lead to dominant tensile splitting. 
The coalescence of microcracks contributes to an increase of the macroscopic fluid 
conductivity, which intensifies the hydro-mechanical coupling and triggers further growth of 
microcracks. As a consequence and documented by a series of triaxial compression tests (see 
Chapter 3), the overall permeability of the samples increases very slowly in the first stage. The 
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increase in permeability becomes significant after reaching a specific stress state. According to 
the numerical simulations, the coalescence of enough number of microcracks leads to a step-
wise increase in permeability. Opening and closure of microcracks influence the mechanical 
behavior of the damaged model directly.  
In the model each microcrack is defined by its radius and normal direction. According to 
strength and stress components at the contact between particles, cracks may be triggered. The 
emerging of microcracks induce displacement jumps along crack surfaces (see also previous 
works of Kachanov (1982a, b). Variation in mechanical behavior of fractures such as opening, 
closure, sliding and dilation are controlled by the relative motion of particles and the bonding 
method with predefined failure criteria.  
Because of the distinct different amount and structure of the inclusions, the stress-strain 
behavior shows great differences. Also fracture patterns may be quite different. Samples C1 
and C3 have similar amount of inclusions (about 20%), but samples C2, C4 and C5 have only 
10% as mentioned in Table 4.5. Samples with larger amount of inclusions like C1 and C3 show 
higher peak strength compared with other samples under the same boundary conditions. This 
results proved that, compared with proportion of inclusions, the structural features have a 
decisive influence on the strength. Vertical aligned conclusions (see in Figure 4.18) provide 
more support to the model against uniaxial loading. At lower confining pressure, the differences 
become less pronounced (see Figure 4.26). With high confining pressure, splitting is restrained, 
the support of vertically distributed inclusions is more remarkable.  
 
 
Figure 4.26 Simulated stress-strain curves of 5 samples with different confining pressures 
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The force chains and crack distributions inside the models C1, C3 and C4 at different confining 
pressures are shown in Figure 4.20, 4.22 and 4.24. Short straight lines represent the contact 
forces by connecting the centers of two attaching particles or touching particle and facet. The 
force networks are scaled visually by contact force magnitude. The line thickness is directly 
proportional to the magnitude. On the other hand, internal stress redistributions lead to initiation 
and propagation of cracks as also shown in Figure 4.20, 4.22 and 4.24. Crack elements are 
plotted as cubes in 3-dimensional plots and squares in 2-dimensional cross-sections to identify 
their positions and influence range. By investigating the evolution of cracks during the 
simulations, information about internal damage evolution can be obtained. Shear and tensile 
cracks are illustrated by different colors. The crack propagation during triaxial test simulations 
with FW membranes evolves with increasing axial compressive strain. The reconstructed 
samples produced uniquely oriented contact force networks.  
The distribution of inclusions inside the coal matrix affecting the fracture propagating paths is 
shown in Table 4.6. The fractures were mostly initiated at the boundary between matrix and 
inclusions, and propagated along these boundaries. The plots indicate that denser crack 
networks are initiated in the central region vertically before failure. After failure, the crack 
network shows column-like distribution at lower confinement as shown in Figure 4.20(e); while 
the cracks tend to concentrate near the center of the sample at high confinement as shown in 
Figure 4.24(e).  
Table 4.6 Damage patterns in models C1 and C4 
Model 70% of peak stress At Peak stress Residual stage 
C1 
(σ3: 2.5 MPa) 
C4 
(σ3: 2.5 MPa) 
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The fractures extended along the direction of maximum principal stress. Up to the peak stress 
state, continuous shearing caused anisotropic extension of force chain network. The collapse of 
the main force chains led to the development of new force chains inside the model. Secondary 
contact force chains that carried smaller loads supported the major force chains that carried the 
majority of the applied deviatoric stress. This supports the statements of Cil & Alshibli (2014).  
Compared with using a particle based membrane, the FW approach reveals a different crack 
propagation process in triaxial test simulations. Higher contact forces were able to form at the 
membrane-sample interface during the simulations. Because the forces are applied in direction 
normal to each wall element, better stress localizations along the membrane boundary is 
reached. The force network pattern demonstrated the significant effect of wall elements on the 
contact force distribution. 
4.6 Conclusions  
A new developed flexible membrane boundary has been developed to simulate triaxial tests in 
3D with the particle-based DEM code PFC3D. The flexible wall membrane is composed of 
triangular wall elements that form a cylindrical sleeve. In this approach, triaxial test simulations 
are validated by comparing the stress-strain response and fracture pattern of coal samples tested 
in the laboratory via triaxial compression tests. Force chains evolved at the contacts at the 
membrane – sample interface using this FW approach. The importance of realistic membrane 
boundary simulation is demonstrated by this study. 
In this study, reconstructed models were simulated to match experimental measurements. The 
micromechanical behavior of the DEM simulations has been compared with micro-structures 
investigated by laboratory tests, and the capability of the DEM models in simulating particle-
level interactions is verified.  
A calibration theory has been established using uniaxial compression and direct tension 
simulations, in which effective modulus, normal to shear stiffness ratio, tensile to cohesion 
strength ratio, friction angle and expansion coefficient (tensile strength) are determined. After 
calibrating the parameters via uniaxial compression tests, the results showed that DEM models 
can capture the expected macroscopic response for triaxial compression simulations with 
varying void ratios, confining stresses and loading paths without additional complex model 
recalibration. Different failure modes have been reproduced with numerical simulations 
regarding varying confining pressures.  
A series of triaxial compression tests with reconstructed numerical models were conducted. The 
composition of the samples (matrix and inclusions) influences the peak strength. Force chain 
development and crack distributions are also affected by the distribution of inclusions inside 
the sample. Increasing confinement leads to a change of damage pattern. The fractures tend to 
propagate towards side surfaces with higher confinement.  
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5 HM-coupled simulations  
5.1 Introduction  
Besides laboratory tests, numerical simulations play a vital role in investigating permeability 
evolution rules. Numerical simulations of permeability evolution during triaxial compression 
of lab samples are presented in this chapter.  
Coal samples under external loads have been considered in different ways, especially under the 
aspect of microcrack nucleation and propagation inside the samples. Not only mechanical 
properties, but also hydraulic properties are affected by the damage patterns generated by 
fracture propagation (Zhang et al. 1996; Zhou et al. 2006). The permeability is considered as 
strongly coupled to plastic deformations. Furthermore, permeability evolution is directly 
dependent on the applied stress state. Coupled hydro-mechanical models are essential for 
representing the seepage behavior of porous coal samples under triaxial compression. 
A specific coupled model was presented to simulate deformation, damage, failure and fluid 
flow in brittle rocks simultaneously (Tang et al. 2002). However, in this approach, the fluid 
flow is only guided by Biot’s consolidation theory, and effects of microcracks on the 
permeability are not explicitly considered (only in a smeared manner by plastic deformations). 
The concept of flexibility tensor has been introduced to develop a coupled model by considering 
the influence of the hydraulic state on the mechanical parameters. More coupled formulations 
have been developed, and many non-linear elastic-plastic constitutive models were established 
based on fracture and damage mechanics considering the combined action of compressive shear 
or tensile shear failure. The effects of non-linear normal deformation and shear dilation were 
also considered (Sheng et al. 2000; Zhao et al. 2010b). All these theories provide a macroscopic 
qualitative analyses based on experimental observations and data. The relationship between the 
microstructural changes and macroscopic permeability evolution was not taken into account.  
The quantification of the permeability properties of fractured coal relies on the knowledge of 
the geometrical parameters of the fracture network, such as orientations, extensions, apertures 
and densities of fractures (Lespinasse and Sausse 2000). Researcher verified that, permeability 
of brittle materials is closely related to microcrack evolution and macrofracture propagation. 
Based on previous works, the intrinsic permeability can increase by several orders of magnitude 
due to the occurrence of connected fractures (Bossart et al. 2002; Jiang et al. 2010; Oda et al. 
2002; Souley et al. 2001; Suzuki et al. 1998; Wang and Park 2002).  
Microcracks and pores are highly developed in coal samples. Due to the non-uniform 
distribution and size variation, it is not possible to apply explicit crack models in a 
comprehensive sense to simulate real pore-crack structures. Stress redistributions are 
responsible for micro damages inside the coal samples. On the one hand, initiation and 
connection of pores increase the seepage paths; on the other hand, changes of fracture apertures 
affect the local permeability. For instance, compression in a narrow region may cause closure 
of existing fractures, and shear stress causes dilatancy effects (Bai et al. 1999; Cao et al. 2009). 
Many researchers have investigated the damage of coal rock based on these two aspects. 
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Previous researches mostly described and explained fracture flow phenomena with empirical 
models. The initial and simple fracture flow model is the parallel plate model (cubic law) for 
viscous fluids (Boussinesq 1897).  
Based on field investigations and fracture statistics, the Monte Carlo method was applied to 
generate flattened disk elements randomly to represent the internal fracture network. These 
three-dimensional disks were modeled to investigate the connection between microscopic 
failure and general permeability (Maleki and Pouya 2010). Artificial uniform fractures were 
designed to investigate this problem as reported in previous works (Ki-Bok et al. 2004; Min et 
al. 2004). A simple assumption was made: the rock matrix is impermeable and linear elastic, 
and the fluid flows only in the fracture network. A nonlinear algorithm was developed to predict 
the stress–displacement behavior of fractures and the correlation between fracture width and 
length is based on the Barton-Bandis model (Baghbanan and Jing 2008; Barton et al. 1985). 
However, in reality, relatively larger fractures with higher hydraulic conductivity increase the 
overall permeability significantly. Fracture systems simulated with uniform apertures are not 
appropriate to represent the real situation. 
By studying the connecting rates and crack propagation rules, tensor evolution equations for 
the fracture propagating process under different stress conditions were established. The 
coupling between hydraulic gradient and mechanical failure were analyzed. A coupled hydro-
mechanical model has been established and implemented into FLAC3D (Zhao et al. 2010b). 
FLAC3D has been widely used to simulate the permeability of damage zone based volumetric 
strain (Souley et al. 2001; Tan et al. 2015; Tan and Konietzky 2014).  
Numerical fracture models have been generated to analyze fracture flow, and heterogeneous 
fracture distributions were considered (Nemoto et al. 2008, 2009; Watanabe et al. 2008). 
According to physical experiments, dilatancy has a significant impact on permeability of a 
single fracture. A small shear displacement can cause drastic increase in permeability (Lee et 
al. 2001). The coal samples are not available for repeated usage because damage cannot be 
cancelled. In order to get a maximum knowledge from the valuable samples, the development 
of a three-dimensional numerical model of flow within a particular fracture network is needed. 
Several theoretical methods for numerical simulations are available where fracture aperture is 
among the coupled parameters. The nondestructive aperture determination for coal samples 
should also be included. 
Mechanical and hydraulic apertures were introduced separately. Mechanical aperture is the 
physical distance between fracture surfaces. The hydraulic aperture represents the equivalent 
distance for an assumed parallel plate model, in which a particular flow rate is considered. With 
the increase of mechanical aperture, the hydraulic aperture increases, but not in a linear relation 
(Barton et al. 1985; Esaki et al. 1991; McClure and Horne 2014; Park et al. 2013; Rutqvist and 
Stephansson 2003; Witherspoon et al. 1980; Xiong et al. 2014; Zimmerman et al. 1991). 
According to the results of laboratory tests on specimens with artificial fractures, the effective 
hydraulic aperture for a parallel plate model depends on the fracture roughness, fracture 
geometry and relative shear displacement (Cook 1992; Esaki et al. 1999; Hakami et al. 1995; 
Li et al. 2008a, 2014; Oron and Berkowitz 1998; Pyrak-Nolte and Morris 2000; Raven and Gale 
1985; Renshaw 1995; Walsh 2003; Yeo et al. 1998).  
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The hydraulic conductivity of fractures was found to be large if shear displacements occurred 
according to laboratory tests. However, the increase in hydraulic conductivity become smaller 
with ongoing shear displacement (Chen et al. 2000; Durham and Bonner 1994; Lee and Cho 
2002; Park et al. 2013).  
For the simulation of flow through fractures different approaches have been developed 
(Koyama et al. 2006; Lespinasse and Sausse 2000; Matsuki et al. 2006; Pyrak-Nolte and Morris 
2000; Sausse 2002; Unger and Mase 1993). These approaches were not finally validated, 
because of the difficulties to reproduce the required special conditions in the experiments. In 
previous works, these models failed to incorporate laboratory test results into numerical 
simulations. Fracture flow in numerical models mostly considers only stationary fractures. 
Influence of actual conditions like stress state were not synchronized to the fracture channels. 
The geometrical structure for particular coal fractures is related to tensile and shear 
displacements, and the structures have huge impact on fracture permeability. Therefore, the 
fluid flow under specific conditions should be determined by incorporation of stress induced 
aperture change directly.  
However, the essential mechanism of stress-seepage coupling has not been completely 
discovered. In order to connect the mechanical properties and permeability characteristics, 
coupled numerical simulations with DEM and FDM are applied in this research. A series of 
triaxial compression tests have been performed with coal samples as shown in Chapter 3. 
Correspondingly, numerical simulations under same hydro-mechanical conditions are 
performed using a HM-coupled method. The models in this research are firstly coded for PFC3D 
to simulate the fracture propagation as shown in Chapter 4. The DEM has been proven to be an 
efficient tool for simulating the failure process within brittle materials. In parallel equivalent 
models are also generated in FLAC3D to simulate the hydraulics. Modeling in PFC3D and 
FLAC3D is performed in parallel with data exchange. As portrayed by the experimental and 
numerical data presented in Chapter 3 and 4, the permeability of brittle coal samples changes 
significantly due to the growth of internal fractures. In this chapter, relationships between 
fracture attributes and hydraulic properties are developed and explored on a theoretical basis, 
which allows linking them in a formal way. 
5.2 Methodology  
For samples which contain fractures, the majority of gas flows through internal fractures during 
the gas seepage process, while only very few gas flows through the rock matrix. According to 
the results of both, laboratory tests and numerical simulations, almost all the initial volume does 
not contribute to the gas flow. Therefore, the overall permeability, which may be calculated 
based on the total flow rate and entire cross-section area of the sample, is much lower than the 
real permeability of the fractured region.  
The purpose of running parallel simulations is based on the advantages and shortcomings of 
both, PFC3D and FLAC3D. Figure 5.1 illustrates how the new developed coupling was realized.  





Figure 5.1 Flow chart illustrating the coupling between PFC3D and FLAC3D 
According to the achievements described in Chapter 2, PFC3D and FLAC3D models have been 
reconstructed with same composition as virgin samples. PFC3D is used to simulate triaxial 
compression tests as described in Chapter 4, especially to observe the microcrack evolution 
inside the model. Then, with a predefined step interval, data are exported from PFC3D with 
actual crack information. Each data file is then imported into a corresponding FLAC3D model 
to perform hydraulic simulations for the current state. All the zones in FLAC3D are assigned 
with new hydraulic parameters according to the imported data file. Finally, flow-only numerical 
simulations are performed, which represent the current triaxial loading stage.  
In this chapter the terms “crack” and “fracture” are used. “Crack” is a single disconnected unit, 
which refers particularly to one disk element generated between particles where the bond is 
broken in PFC3D models. The combination of connected “cracks” is marked as “fracture” in 
both, PFC3D and FLAC3D. In FLAC3D, “fracture” refers to connected “cracked” zones. The 
crack sizes is limited due to the size of particles and zones, respectively, which are constant in 
specific models. On the contrary, the size of fractures depends on the number of connected 
microcracks, which develop during the simulation. The length of one fracture may cover the 
length of the whole sample.  
5.3 Modelling 
The modelling process in FLAC3D comprises several steps. Firstly, a model with uniform mesh 
is generated. Secondly, the zones in the model are grouped to represent the initial sample based 
on CT reconstruction. The third step is to import cracks obtained from a specific state of triaxial 
compression test. In the last step, the zones represent matrix, inclusion and different kinds of 
cracks are assigned with corresponding hydraulic parameters.  
In general, the calculation in FLAC3D tends to be more accurate when the zones have uniform 
size and a brick-like shape. Also, the data exported from the CT process are voxels, so for the 
purpose of model reconstruction in FLAC3D, the zone elements should also be generated in a 
hexahedral pattern.  
To obtain a satisfying mesh, the octagonal meshing method and extrusion into the third 
dimension is applied. First, an extrusion plane was defined to generate the grid layout in the x-
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y plane. The mesh structure shown in Figure 5.2 has been created. The zones close to the axis 
(inside range A) are standard hexahedrons, and the zones further away from axis (inside range 
B) are created with curved edges to form an even side surface. The number of zones along inner 
radius R1 and width R2 of the outer ring are assigned manually. The ratio between R1 and R2 
affect the uniform arrangement of zones. The basic layout is extruded along the z-direction to 
get the 3D model. By defining the model height h and the zone number along the z-direction, 
the entire sample model is generated with a relatively uniform mesh. The previous mentioned 
procedure has been translated into command strings, which are useful for further model 
generation with different parameters.  
 
 
Figure 5.2 Illustration of meshing the FLAC3D model 
A volume checking function has been applied to examine the volumetric differences among 
zones, and the geometrical parameters for the extruding process are calibrated to reduce the 
differences. It was proven that the hexahedral zones are better suited to assign the properties 
from the reconstructed model.  
Crack data, such as type, position, radius, normal direction and aperture, are exported from the 
PFC3D model. These data are listed in ASCII data files. 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Zones occupied by a crack (disk) 
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In order to generate fractured models in FLAC3D, the ASCII data are imported to create virtual 
disks inside the reconstructed model. Exemplary, the red disk shown in Figure 5.3 illustrates 
one single virtual fracture. The crack covers several zones, which are assigned with new 
(fracture) parameters.  
Based on fine meshing, isotropic zones are generated to represent finally a non-uniform sample. 
The anisotropic character of the fractures is produced by spatial orientation of several connected 
zones representing one single crack or fracture. Figure 5.4 illustrates how connected cracked 
zones represent fractures with different orientation.  
 
 
Figure 5.4 Examples of fractures represented by zones in FLAC3D (above: real fracture, 
below: representation inside FLAC3D) 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Fracture zone assignment (projection view) 
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The algorithm checks the zoning to meet the requirements for each imported crack. To improve 
computational efficiency, according to central position and size, the searching process is 
narrowed down to a limited range: only zones inside are checked for each crack (virtual disk 
shown in Figure 5.5). Then some zones are re-grouped if their centers are located within a block 
region covering the disk in the center, which means that distance between zone center and disk 
center (dcc) is smaller than the disk radius (equal to d/2), and the perpendicular distance from 
zone center to disk plane is smaller than half of the region width. The width of the block region 
is set to be the zone’s average side length. The new group with new parameters performs as 
fracture in FLAC3D.  
Sets of Fish functions are used to translate the properties from crack disks to zones. Parameters 
like location, porosity and permeability are important to characterize the hydraulics.  
The geometrical parameters for characterizing and assigning the hydraulic properties of the 
zones are based on theoretical considerations. The basic information of the identified four sets 
of cracks is shown in Table 5.1. There are in total six zone groups in the models, including 
initial matrix and inclusion elements. These geometrical crack parameters serve only as data 
source for the generation of FLAC3D models for flow-only hydraulic simulations. Mechanical 
interaction is not considered in the FLAC3D simulations.  
Table 5.1 Basic crack parameters exported from PFC3D model 
Category Parameter 
General parameters 
Position (Cartesian coordinates) 
Group (Crack type) 
Geometrical parameters 
Diameter (Length) 
Normal direction (Unit vector) 
Aperture (Length) 
Shear displacement (Length) 
Figure 5.6 shows exemplary the assignment of micro-fractures in terms of four crack types. 
Each model contains 240,000 small zones which are subdivided into six types of elements (two 
component types and four crack types) with different hydraulic parameters after importing the 
crack data. Zones, which represent coal matrix and inclusion, are plotted in light blue and red, 
respectively. The shear (fracsm) and tensile (fractm) fractures inside the matrix are plotted in 
magenta and dark blue, the shear (fracsi) and tensile (fracti) fractures inside the inclusion are 
plotted in green and yellow. The codes of this import and assignment function are shown in 
Appendix A2. The detailed rules to translate the crack data into hydraulic properties, included 
in codes, are described in the next section. In numerical models, this transfer is heavily 
geometry dependent.  





Figure 5.6 Illustration of a FLAC3D model for a specific stress state (25 MPa axial stress 
and 2.5 MPa confining pressure) with micro fractures 
Flow-only simulations are conducted for each model representing one specific state of stress 
during the triaxial compression tests. About 20 models have been set-up from one sample to 
represent different stress stages. In the initial state, there are only 2 types of zones, which 
represent matrix and inclusions. The four newly assigned types (micro fractures) contribute to 
the anisotropic flow features of the models as shown in Figure 5.7.  
 
 
Figure 5.7 Zone types before and after parameter assignment based on PFC3D simulations 
Gas pressure is applied to both ends of the model and is kept constant. The simulated gas flow 
occurs – like in the lab – from one cylindrical end face to the other (upstream end to downstream 
end). The side surface is impermeable. The numerical model is designed to simulate steady 
state flow. Flow rates and pore pressure distribution have been recorded in each model. Based 
on Darcy’s law of gas, the permeability of the entire model is calculated. By simulating all the 
models, the permeability evolution is obtained and compared with laboratory test results (see 
Chapter 3). 
5.4 Theoretical analysis 
The micro-mechanical models used in this study account for the coupling between permeability 
variation and fracture propagation. Theoretical relationships have been developed for fracture 
properties (as categorized by crack type, size and aperture) and corresponding fracture attributes 
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(such as porosity and permeability). They are mentioned in previous works (Bonnet et al. 2001; 
Neuman 2008). 
The determination of micromechanical model parameters is complicated. Ideally, the 
determination of parameters should be based on relevant data at the micro scale. Physical 
measurements are conducted at real samples, for instance: statistical survey of micro fracture 
distribution, monitoring of micro fracture growth in various orientations, experimental tests on 
samples with controlled deformation state. Equivalent aperture parameters have been defined 
from the experiments using travel time and flow rate or travel time and hydraulic head (Tsang 
1992). However, it is still a serious challenge to perform such investigations on explicit internal 
fracture networks. 
Under compressive stresses, the initial micro fractures are closed in various orientations during 
the first stage of triaxial compression tests. This leads to a reduction of permeability, as shown 
in the experimental data presented in the previous chapters. However, great diversities are 
noticed among different samples.  
Note, that most existing micro mechanical and phenomenological models for anisotropic 
damage are generally developed in strain-based formulations. In-situ stress fields and hydraulic 
conditions are key factors in practical rock engineering. A damage evolution law is preferable 
expressed by stress and pore pressure. Therefore, stress-based numerical simulations are 
proposed for modeling anisotropic damage. Permeability changes are related to microfracture 
propagation.  
Based on fracture aperture, diameter and orientation, the fracture permeability is estimated. As 
mentioned in Chapter 3, gas permeability of a coal sample can be defined by Darcy's equation 
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           (Equation 5.1) 
where, k is gas permeability of the sample (m2); Q0 is volumetric rate of flow at reference 
pressure (m3/s); μ is gas viscosity (Pa·s); H is length/height of core sample (m); P0 is reference 
pressure (Pa); A is cross-sectional area of the core sample (m2); Pu is upstream gas pressure 
(Pa); Pd is downstream gas pressure (Pa).  
According to the principle of equivalent seepage resistance, the permeability k of the entire 
sample model at a given state is equal to the combination of the permeability of the initial 
sample (k0) and the changes in permeability caused by fractures (Δk). The fracture induced 
permeability changes can be further expressed as the sum of contributions by the individual 
cracks.  
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In an explicit fracture system, length and width of fracture contribute to the micro- and 
macroscopic permeability of the core sample. The entire sample model can be subdivided into 
two sub regions: undisturbed body and cracked region. 
The flow properties of the fracture network are in turn governed by the flow properties of the 
single fractures. The cracks generated during triaxial compression simulation in PFC3D can be 
classified as follows: shear cracks and tensile cracks. Fractures generated from these two types 
of cracks have different effect on the hydraulic properties. Predefined constitutive relationships 
are applied to accomplish the normal displacement–normal stress behavior, and the elasto-
perfectly plastic shear behavior.  
Theoretically, the cubic law is assumed to be valid whether the fracture (crack) surfaces are 
open or closed under stress. The permeability of a tensile crack is defined by the aperture. At 
any given stress condition, aperture, pressure difference and flow rate are determined. For a 
given aperture, flow rate is observed to be proportional to pressure difference under 
experimental conditions (Witherspoon et al. 1980). A crack width (W) is introduced to represent 
the opening value of a crack without considering the cause. 
For each fracture, fluid flow rates (under laminar flow condition) through narrow channels can 








            (Equation 5.2) 
where, W is the crack width (m); q is the gas flow through a specific crack (m3/s); ΔP is the 
pressure difference over the crack extended length (Pa); l is the length of the crack segment 
observed on one zone element surface (roughly equal to the length of side), (m); μ is gas 
viscosity (Pa s); L is side length of the zone in flow direction (m). Each zone is nearly a cube, 
and the fracture goes through the zone in perpendicular direction. So the value of l is literally 
equal to the value of L, and then all the l are replaced by L. Then the gas permeability of a 






             (Equation 5.3) 
From Equation 5.2 and 5.3, the permeability kf of a fracture segment in a zone defined in SI 








            (Equation 5.4) 
where, Af is the cross section area of the fracture, excluding the initial region (m2).  
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The cross-section of fracture considering a rectangular shape is given by:  
fA WL                (Equation 5.5) 





k                (Equation 5.6) 
Not only direct opening of the fracture due to tensile failure, but also shear displacements with 
corresponding dilation are taken into consideration in the numerical model. The shear dilation 
is not accessible directly from the exported fracture properties, therefore the mechanical 
apertures are accessed on a theoretical basis. 
When shearing a non-planar fracture (joint) in real coal samples, the asperities on opposite 
fracture surfaces slide over each other causing dilation in normal direction, which results in an 
increase in aperture. A given increment in shear displacement (Δδ) leads to a positive change 
in mechanical aperture (ΔW) according to previous research (Barton 1976). The change in 
mechanical aperture is calculated based on the tangent of the dilation angle (ψ):  
tan W δ ψ             (Equation 5.7) 
The shear dilation angle (ψ) is determined by several physical properties, such as joint 
roughness coefficient (JRC), joint wall compression strength (JCS), and effective normal stress 
(σn) applied on the fracture surfaces. Based on a large number of experiments (Barton and 










ψ JRC             (Equation 5.8) 
Similar equations are used by researchers to describe fracture shear dilation behavior in 
numerical models. According to the reference (Willis-Richards and Wallroth 1995), for a shear 
fracture without abrasion effects between surfaces, the aperture can be presented as:  
0
1 9 /





            (Equation 5.9) 
Where W is the calculated final aperture, ΔW represents the change in aperture due to any 
subsequent accumulated shear displacement, Wres is the ‘‘residual’’ aperture at high effective 
stress, W0 is the initial total aperture of fracture at low effective stress, and σnref is the effective 
normal stress applied to cause a 90% reduction of the initial aperture. The change in aperture 
due to shear dilation, ΔW, can be obtained from an equation similar to Equation 5.7, except that 
the shear dilation angle is replaced by the effective shear dilation angle (ψeff dil ).  
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tan effdilW δ ψ              (Equation 5.10) 
The effective shear dilation angle (ψeff dil ), according to Willis-Richards and Wallroth (1995), is a 
function of both, fracture wall asperities and normal stress. Shear dilation angle (ψdil) at zero or 











           (Equation 5.11) 
It should be noticed that the theoretical model described above neglects the discrepancy 
between mechanical and hydraulic apertures, so the permeability of a dilated fracture is 
overestimated.  
In the particle based numerical model formed by a large amount of particles, direct tension and 
shear dilation act with different mechanisms. The particles are compressed tightly at the initial 
stage under in-situ stress conditions. The stress-induced breakage of bonds between particles 
leads to a change of the geometrical relationships between the particles. This causes tensile and 
shear dilation behavior normal and parallel to the cracks, as well as deformation of the entire 
sample. The aperture (crack width) is proven to be the most important parameter.  
 
 
Figure 5.8 Tetrahedron structure of particles in contact 
The mechanism of aperture calculation is illustrated separately for the two types. All the crack 
displacements are simplified to relative movements of particles. In all numerical models, the 
particles are generated with same radius, and compressed at the bonding stage to maintain 
contacted. The connections of initial centers of particles form a regular tetrahedron structure as 
shown in Figure 5.8. C1, C2, C3 and C4 are center points of corresponding particles P1, P2, P3 
and P4, respectively. The tensile normal displacements of particles are transferred into direct 
apertures between particle layers following the relationship given by Equation 5.12 and shown 
in Figure 5.9.  
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where, WT is the tensile crack width (m); Dap is the aperture caused by tensile cracking (m); rp 
is the radius of the particles (m).  
 
Figure 5.9 Relation between crack width and direct contact aperture  
(see also Figure 5.8) 
 
   
(a)                                   (b)   
 
Figure 5.10 Relation between crack width and shear displacement  
(see also Figure 5.8 and 5.9) 
As shown in Figure 5.10, shear displacement occurs along the surface between particle layers. 
The shear dilation is caused by the relative movement of particles. All the particles are defined 
as non-deformable rigid bodies, so for the relative position shown in Figure 5.10 dilation angles 
can be derived as described by Equations 5.13 and 5.14. 
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where, WS1 and WS2 are the shear crack induced widths (m). The shear displacements Δδ1 and 
Δδ2 are calculated based on the relative positions of the particles considering different shear 
orientations.  
The relationships between crack width and shear displacement in two directions are shown in 
Figure 5.11. The shear dilation angle ψ2 is chosen, and the crack widths caused by shear dilation 
are calculated by Equations 5.13 and 5.14.  
 
 
Figure 5.11 Crack width evolution as function of shear displacement 
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According to the crack data import rule, it is assumed that there is only one crack in each zone. 
Overall permeability (kz) of one zone is the sum of two types of permeability, as given by the 
following equation: 
 1  z f ik ak a k              (Equation 5.15) 
where: kf is the permeability of the fracture (m2); ki is initial matrix permeability of the zone 
(m2); a is area contribution coefficient. The area contribution coefficient (a) is calculated 





           (Equation 5.16) 
where: Af is the approximate rectangular area of the fracture cross-section (m2). Equation 5.16 










           (Equation 5.17) 
Based on Equation 5.17, the permeability of one specific zone can be estimated from both, 
crack permeability and matrix permeability. In case both permeability values can be measured 
and monitored during laboratory tests and numerical simulations, the overall permeability 
evolution process of the coal samples can be reproduced. The coefficient (a) depends on the 
crack structure inside one zone. Even if the value of (a) appears to be small, the overall 
permeability can show a large increment, since fracture permeability is orders of magnitudes 
higher than matrix permeability. 
According to the results of these thoughts, the crack size is limited to the particle dimension, 
the fracture length is an integral value with length of several zones. As a macroscopic 
parameter, fracture length is not further considered directly in the simulation. Instead, the 
coalescence of cracked zones creating fractures contributes to the local and overall gas 
permeability. 
The value of fracture width has a major influence on permeability (see first component in 
Equation 5.17). The initial zone permeability (ki) can barely influence the permeability of a 
fractured zone. Although the second term is much smaller than the first term, its value cannot 
be neglected when the corresponding fracture is tightly closed.  
Equations 5.12 and 5.14 can be inserted into Equation 5.17 to achieve the permeability for 
tensile and shear fractures, respectively. Both, WT and WS are available in this equation to 
replace the variable W. The permeability is increasing with W3 over the surface of a zone.  
Friction angles for matrix and inclusion are 50° and 35°. Maximum dilation angle of fractures 
is defined as 17.63° calculated by Equation 5.14 according to the geometrical structure. Due to 
limitations of the particle-based modelling used in this research, the disk representing a crack 
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is generated only when the aperture between particles reaches a certain value. This means: the 
aperture value of a newly assigned fracture does not increase from the pre-defined value, but 
starts at zero. In the simulated models, tight cracks with width below 0.05 mm cannot be 
captured.  
According to Equations 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14, particle radius is an important parameter for crack 
width monitoring. 
According to the bond-deformability criterion, a small aperture value is given to those micro 
fractures. Width Was of 0.05 mm was set to newly generated fractures. Based on the lab test 
results, this hypothetic value is not suitable for the ongoing compression process. Another 
important coefficient is introduced to balance the macro- and microscopic volumetric changes. 
With initially assigned aperture width, theoretical volumetric strain εVT of the sample can be 
calculated. In PFC3D, the volumetric strain εVP of the whole model is monitored. A scaling 
coefficient is applied to individual fracture width, which can be derived from the relation of 
general lateral strain and volumetric deformation of the zone. The relationship between εVT and 
εVP is investigated to achieve a coefficient cbl. As shown in Equation 5.18, the coefficient cbl 
needs to be considered when assigning the permeability kcl of closed fracture zones. This 
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Based on the previous analysis, the maximum derived aperture value caused by dilation is about 
10 times the residual aperture value for each crack which has been proven by references (Ki-
Bok et al. 2004).  
 
 
Figure 5.12 Scheme for hydraulic parameter transformation procedure 
Based on the above given equations, hydraulic parameters have been assigned to the cracked 
zones as shown in Figure 5.12. The mechanical and hydraulic parameters can be seen in Table 
5.2. Calibrations considering geometrical characteristics and permeability parameters were 
conducted.  
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Table 5.2 Mechanical and hydraulic parameters of numerical simulation 
Parameters Matrix Inclusions 
ρ (kg/m3) 1500 2000 
E (GPa) 1.5 3 
σt (Pa) 5 × 105 5 × 105 
C (Pa) 2.7 × 106 7.8 × 106 
 (°) 10 5 
θ (°) 50 35 
ν 0.35 0.35 
ka (m2) 1 × 10-18 5 × 10-16 
K (m/s) 8.75 × 10-14 4.38 × 10-11 
φ (%) 6 9 
5.5 Results and discussions  
The hydraulic properties for zones in matrix and inclusion (both without fractures) are 
calibrated firstly according to references (Liu et al. 2017). Then the properties of fractured zones 
for both groups are calculated based on the previous given equations.  
An iterative procedure for calibration was adopted. First estimations of parameters are obtained 
from one laboratory test. These parameters are then verified and fitted against other tests. 
Finally, these parameters are generalized and applied in numerical models to fit practical 
macroscopic data. 
The seepage process is revealed by a series of independent simulations. A steady flow rate value 
was achieved in each of the simulations as exemplary shown in Figure 5.13. The final flow rate 
is used to calculate the permeability of the model. A negative permeability value is obtained to 
express the flow direction. The permeability evolution is characterized by permeability values 
for different compression stages.  





Figure 5.13 Flow rate evolution as function of calculation steps for model C1 (at axial 




Figure 5.14 Pore pressure along vertical model axis for model C1 (at axial strain of 0.0132, 
stationary phase) 
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The pore pressure variation along the seepage direction shows a linear tendency, but also some 
local nonlinearities (see Figure 5.14). Significant pressure drop occurs when fractures are 
crossing zones. The flow shows local variations. The spatial distributions of crack (fracture) 
elements and their special hydraulic properties produce the heterogeneity of the entire model.  
 
 
Figure 5.15 Simulated permeability evolution compared with lab results for different 
samples and confinement 
Numerical permeability evolutions for different samples are shown in Figure 5.15. The 
simulations are performed with the reconstructed models under various confinements. The 
observed phenomena are discussed in detail using the numerical model C1 as example. Figure 
5.16 shows the permeability evolution together with corresponding stresses and strains.  





Figure 5.16 Stress-strain curves and permeability evolution for sample C1 under 2.5 MPa 
confining pressure (stationary phase) 
In the early loading stage, the permeability increases barely, and remains at low values. This 
phenomenon can be explained by two reasons:  
(1) The total number of fractures increases slowly. Only 34 new cracks are observed before the 
axial strain reaches 0.01. These microcracks are distributed over the entire sample, and do not 
create significant flow paths. 
(2) The existing/initiated cracks cannot develop further, and remain tightly closed. The zones 
with closed cracks have approximately the same permeability as the virgin matrix. With higher 
confinement, the permeability is even lower than in the initial situation. 
When approximately 30% to 40% of peak differential stress is reached, the number of cracks 
increases drastically. Also, after a specific strain value, the permeability shows a steady 
increase. Until the peak strength (axial strain of about 0.014), the total number of cracks 
increases to more than 600. Among them, 22 cracks are detected with noticeable apertures (their 
width is larger than 0.05 mm). In this stage, the frictional sliding-induced aperture ( ) occurs 
only when the deviatoric stress exceeds the bond strength threshold. This threshold rises with 
higher confining pressure as mentioned previously in Chapter 4. By analyzing the crack state, 
significant rise of permeability occurs locally, when individual cracks become connected 
vertically (fracture formation). In this stage, more cracks emerge and propagate at the same 
time. When one complete end-to-end flow path is formed by connected cracks, the flow rate as 
well as corresponding permeability reach peak values. Zones show great pressure drop along 
the main flow path. 
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In the final stage, new fractures are generated continuously. More shear cracks are initiated in 
that stage. Because of the lateral confinement, the opening of pre-existing and newly generated 
cracks is limited. The permeability evolution in the post peak stage shows two different types: 
(1) the permeability increases to a peak value and then remains relatively constant until the end 
of the test; (2) the permeability increases to a peak value and then decrease to a residual value. 
As shown in Figure 5.16, the overall permeability of the sample C1 remains at a high level in 
its final stage.  
The discrete and distinct structure of the samples causes distinct mechanical properties. Due to 
different internal structure, strength and permeability behavior do not fully follow the general 
trend as a function of confinement. This phenomenon is also proven by lab tests mentioned in 




Figure 5.17 Stress-strain curves and permeability evolution for sample C13 (model 
reconstruction based on C1) under 5.0 MPa confining pressure (stationary phase) 
Please note that, the numerical simulation results shown in Figure 5.17 are from reconstructed 
sample C1, because initial sample C13 was not reconstructed based on CT analysis. However, 
sample C1 and C13 are obtained from one coal block, and should have relatively similar 
components and structure. 
 





Figure 5.18 Stress-strain curves and permeability evolution for sample C4 under 7.5 MPa 
confining pressure (stationary phase) 
As a result, the total number of cracks, number of opened cracks and accumulated total opening 
width are analyzed. Numbers of total and opened cracks are increasing continuously till the end 
of the simulation. These parameters cannot reflect the permeability evolution directly. 
For some samples, a decrease of permeability occurs at the last stage where the sample model 
is fully damaged. By increasing axial stress and confinement, the main fractures and 
microcracks become closed. The effect of fracture closure dominants the process, and the 
residual permeability corresponds to the residual strength. 
If the damage planes formed by fractures are parallel to the gas flow direction, the local 
permeability is quite high, as well as the overall permeability of the whole sample. On the 
contrary, if the damage paths cannot go through the entire height, the macroscopic permeability 
is much lower.  





Figure 5.19 Schematic diagram for evolution of permeability and volumetric strain versus 
time (model C1 as example) 
In general, permeability k is related to volumetric strain εV in brittle materials (e.g. Tan 2013). 
According to the permeability evolution trends as function of axial stress-strain relations, the 
permeability evolution can be divided into five stages as shown in Figure 5.19. In the first stage 
(A-B), both permeability and volumetric strain decrease with time. The initial cracks become 
closed at the beginning of this stage, followed by further closure of microscopic pores. In the 
second stage (B-C), the permeability tends to be stable at a very low level connected with 
closure of pre-existing pores and cracks, only a few new microcracks are generated. A dynamic 
balance is reached in this stage. In the third stage (C-D), volumetric strain turns from decreasing 
to increasing, the sample goes into the volumetric expansion phase (a corresponding expansion 
point can be noticed), and the cracks start to emerge, expand and connect with each other. Also 
in this stage, the permeability begins to increase, and the axial stress increases gradually up to 
the peak value. In the fourth stage (D-E), cracks are connected extensively, macroscopic 
fractures are formed, while the axial stress decreases drastically, the sample is in a failure state. 
The fifth stage (E-F) is the post failure stage, the volumetric strain increases continuously, but 
the increase rate slows down. The permeability evolution in this stage shows different types as 
mentioned before. 
Axial differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolution as function of axial strain 
are shown in Figures 5.20, 5.21, 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24. As illustrated in these figures, volumetric 
expansion effects are observed in simulated models, and a fitting analysis is conducted to 
investigate the relation between permeability and volumetric strain.  




a-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
a-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(a) 2.5 MPa confining pressure 




b-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
  
b-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(b) 5.0 MPa confining pressure 




c-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
c-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(c) 7.5 MPa confining pressure 
 
Figure 5.20 Permeability and strain evolution of coal sample C1 versus differential stress 
 




a-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
a-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(a) 2.5 MPa confining pressure 




b-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
b-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(b) 5.0 MPa confining pressure 




c-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
c-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(c) 7.5 MPa confining pressure 
 
Figure 5.21 Permeability and strain evolution of coal sample C2 versus differential stress 
 




a-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
a-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(a) 2.5 MPa confining pressure 




b-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
b-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(b) 5.0 MPa confining pressure 




c-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
c-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(c) 7.5 MPa confining pressure 
 
Figure 5.22 Permeability and strain evolution of coal sample C3 versus differential stress 
 




a-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
a-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(a) 2.5 MPa confining pressure 




b-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
b-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(b) 5.0 MPa confining pressure 




c-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
  
c-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(c) 7.5 MPa confining pressure 
 
Figure 5.23 Permeability and strain evolution of coal sample C4 versus differential stress 
 




a-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
a-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(a) 2.5 MPa confining pressure 




b-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
 
b-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(b) 5.0 MPa confining pressure 




c-1: Differential stress, volumetric strain and permeability evolutions 
 
  
c-2: Fitting curve of permeability versus volumetric strain 
(c) 7.5 MPa confining pressure 
 
Figure 5.24 Permeability and strain evolution of coal sample C5 versus differential stress 
As shown in the figures, permeability change and volumetric strain are relatively small prior to 
the expansion point, closures of pores and cracks lead to a volume decrease directly, but the 
permeability is only influenced by a very limited amount. After the expansion point, 
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permeability and volumetric strain show a nonlinear relation. The growing of macroscopic 
fractures can increase the volumetric strain and overall permeability simultaneously.  
In one situation, the permeability at the expansion point is much higher than the initial 
permeability. A drastic increase in permeability occurs right before the expansion point. An 
average initial permeability can be used to represent the permeability prior to the expansion 
(see Figure 5.20(b,c), 5.21(c), 5.22(c) and 5.23(c)). The trends after the expansion point are 
fitted by exponential functions, but in special cases as shown in Figure 5.23(c), a linear relation 
provides better fitting.  
In another situation, the permeability after reaching the expansion point is higher than before, 
but their values have the same order of magnitude. In this situation, permeability and volumetric 
strain are in good nonlinear exponential relation after the expansion point as shown in Figure 
5.20(a), 5.21(a,b), 5.22(a), 5.23(a,b) and 5.24(a,b).  
In a rare situation, the permeability begins to increase prior to the expansion point after only a 
very short decreasing and steady stage. This leads to another linear relation between 
permeability and volumetric strain before the expansion point. This special relation is 
determined by the specific structural character of the samples as shown in Figure 5.20(b), 
5.22(b), and 5.24(c). Some weak planes failed and become connected with each other in the 
very early stage of compression.  
As shown in Figure 5.20 and 5.22, all three situations mentioned above are observed during the 
simulations of sample C1 and C3. With a confinement of 2.5 MPa (see in Figure 5.20(a) and 
5.22(a)), the permeability is constant in the contraction stage. Initial pores and cracks do not 
open in this stage. When the model expand, initial cracks open and new cracks are generated 
smoothly until failure of the models. 
According to the structural characters of sample C1 and C3, obvious weak planes influence the 
results significantly. With a confinement of 5.0 MPa (see Figure 5.20(b) and 5.22(b)), the 
permeability decreases within a short period and then increases in the contraction stage. When 
new cracks are generated – especially shear cracks – and become connected along the weak 
planes – an increase is expected with compressed flow paths. In the expansion stage, the direct 
paths just expand to allow stronger gas flow through gradually.  
This situation alters fundamentally with a confinement of 7.5 MPa as shown in Figure 5.20(c) 
and 5.22(c). As mentioned previously, a dynamic balance between closure of initial cracks and 
generation of new cracks is reached before the expansion point. Although shear cracks are 
created along the weak planes, the high confining pressure prevents crack opening. The 
permeability remains very low. As soon as the process reaches the expansion point, flow paths 
are formed and permeability becomes much higher than before.  
For each numerical model, the exponential fitting curve shows high consistency. When 
analyzing the results of all the samples, the distinct structural features lead to obvious individual 
differences in permeability evolutions. As mentioned in Chapter 4, with high confining pressure, 
the structural differences are more pronounced in affecting the mechanical properties compared 
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to low confining pressure (see Figure 4.26). The permeability evolution, which is directly 
connected with damage pattern, shows similar behavior. The permeability evolution at a 
confining pressure of 7.5 MPa shows much higher scatter in a relatively small range. The 
obtained fitting curves may not allow to predict the behavior of individual samples, but deliver 
a reasonable overall trend. 
 
 
Figure 5.25 Permeability versus volumetric strain for different confining pressures 
(regression lines refer to values after the expansion point) 
In Figure 5.25, relations between permeability and volumetric strain are shown for different 
confining pressures. Nonlinear exponential trends of permeability increase with volumetric 
strain are obtained for the expansion stage. The following Equation 5.19 is derived to express 
these trends. A “jump” in permeability values are clearly noticed around the expansion point. 
This phenomenon is more remarkable at high confining pressures. 





k A exp B            (Equation 5.19) 
The values of variables A, B and C are listed in Table 5.3. Relations between overall 
permeability and volumetric strain under different confining pressures are obtained.  








2.5 -3.8452 23.5180 -0.00375 0.9138 
5.0 -1.8912 9.9433 -0.00695 0.7098 
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7.5 -0.8643 7.9616 -0.00789 0.4175 
Variables A and C decrease with the increase of confining pressure, while variable B increases 
in contrary. After considering the variations of A, B and C with σ3, Equation 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 
are obtained.  
16 17
35.1811 10 5.9618 10
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C exp           (Equation 5.22) 
By substituting Equation 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 into Equation 5.19, the permeability k can be 
calculated. These equations allow a rough prediction of permeability based on volumetric strain 
considering confinement at least for confining stresses between about 1.5 and 8.5 MPa.  
The sample volume at the expansion point decreases with higher confining pressure. By 
analyzing all simulation results: the corresponding volumetric strain at the expansion point is 
about − 0.49% under a confining pressure of 2.5 MPa. When the confining pressures are 5.0 
and 7.5 MPa, the corresponding volumetric strains are − 0.77% and − 0.92%. 
5.6 Conclusions  
The coupling between permeability change and growth of microcracks is investigated. A special 
designed coupling between two different numerical models is effective in simulating the 
permeability of damaged coal samples. The coupling between PFC3D and FLAC3D uses the 
superiorities of both methods.  
The permeability of damaged coal samples is closely associated with crack pattern in general 
and crack width in particular. Relations between hydraulic properties and fracture data are 
established. The properties of both, tensile and shear fractures are derived separately based on 
the mechanical interaction of particles. A specific region with tiny internal cracks exhibits 
significantly higher permeability than the intact state, furthermore a significant increase in 
permeability is detected with slight increase of the crack width.  
A theoretical approach for predicting the permeability is proposed based on fracture distribution 
and single crack behavior. The coupled model simulates the seepage process (experimentally 
verified) as a function of opening and closure of microcracks. 
Destruction of the coal sample is the final outcome of damage accumulation. The increasing 
permeability of up to 2 orders of magnitude is directly connected to the crack/fracture network 
evolution. Dilatancy (volumetric deformation) of shear fractures causes substantial increase of 
permeability.  
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Permeability and volumetric strain show good nonlinear exponential relation after the 
expansion point. Piecewise relations fit the whole process, the expansion point can be treated 
as critical point. The structural characteristics of the samples influence this relation before and 
after the expansion point significantly. 
The model predictions are acceptably accurate on the conservative side. The numerical 
simulations provide guidance for practical gas control. Based on the experimental evidences, 
this micromechanical based modelling approach is applicable for the description of induced 
anisotropic damage and permeability evolution. The proposed model contains more parameters 
than classical macroscopic damage models. Therefore, adequate characterization of the internal 
structure as well as the hydro-mechanical properties and in-situ stress conditions (and its change 
due to engineering activities or tectonic causes) are key issues for a realistic understanding and 
quantification of permeability and its evolution.  
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6 Conclusions and outlook 
This work presents results of an experimental and numerical study of the gas permeability 
evolution of coal samples under conditions relevant to mining disturbed coal seams. The study 
focuses primarily on quantifying and understanding the phenomena and processes associated 
with CT based sample reconstruction and gas flow under confined mechanical conditions using 
lab tests and numerical simulations. In particular, the study addresses the coupling between 
DEM and FDM for modeling gas-coal systems. This work is motivated by the need for an 
improved understanding of the micro-structural effects on the seepage processes in coal 
samples in the context of stress-induced situations, in order to help predicting the permeability 
properties of coal.  
6.1 Main conclusions  
The following main conclusions can be drawn: 
(1) Five coal samples were scanned and reconstructed in this research. X-ray CT techniques 
offer some remarkable advantages such as the non-destructive detection and 3D visualization 
of the inner heterogeneity of the samples.  
Slicing analyses of the coal samples demonstrated that the distributions of both, pores and 
minerals, are highly inhomogeneous. Also, main fractures can be determined by 3D 
reconstruction of CT slices. The detected spatial structure of the coal demands a complete 3D 
consideration. This is confirmed by the conducted comparative 2D and 3D simulations.  
Deformations of the samples are directly related to the fracture connectivity. Fracture aperture, 
fracture plane evolution and fracture orientation are the main factors to evaluate the degree of 
damage. The obtained stress-strain curves can be related to the accumulation of fractures. 
Numerical models of coal sample replicating the inner structure are generated to simulate the 
loading process and to calibrate the mechanical parameters.  
(2) The evolution of coal permeability under different stress states was investigated by HM-
coupled conventional triaxial compression tests. The evolution process has been described by 
several distinct phases in terms of permeability and deformation. Peak permeability appears 
after peak stress, and permeability remains relatively constant at relatively high values during 
the subsequent plastic compaction stage.  
Peak stress and peak permeability of the samples depend heavily on confining pressure. In 
general, the permeability increased dramatically after the sample has reached the stress point σd 
when flow rate was detected firstly or recovered from minimum states.  
Fractures propagate through the samples easily at low confining pressures, which lead to high 
permeability of the sample. On the contrary, at high confining pressure, only a few main 
fractures are generated with orientation towards the side surfaces, and low permeability is 
maintained until the failure of the sample.  
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(3) Triaxial tests are simulated in 3D with the particle-based DEM code PFC3D using a new 
developed flexible membrane boundary. In this thesis, triaxial test simulations are validated by 
comparing the stress-strain response and fracture pattern of coal samples obtained by lab 
testing. Force chains evolve at the contacts at the membrane – sample interface. The importance 
of realistic membrane boundary simulation is demonstrated and compared with other methods.  
The results showed that DEM models can capture the expected macroscopic response 
considering varying void ratios, confining stresses and loading paths without additional 
complex model recalibration. Different failure modes have been reproduced with numerical 
simulations regarding varying confining pressures.  
A series of triaxial compression tests with reconstructed numerical models were conducted. The 
composition of the samples (matrix and inclusions) influences the peak strength. Force chain 
development and crack distributions are also affected by the distribution of inclusions inside 
the sample. Increasing confinement leads to a change of damage pattern. The fractures tend to 
propagate towards side surfaces at higher confinement.  
(4) A special designed coupling between two different numerical models is effective in 
simulating the permeability of damaged coal samples. This coupling between PFC3D and 
FLAC3D expands the superiorities of both methods.  
Relations between hydraulic properties and fracture data are established. The properties of both, 
tensile and shear fractures are derived separately based on the mechanical interaction of 
particles. A specific region with tiny internal cracks exhibits significantly higher permeability 
than the intact state, furthermore a significant increase in permeability is detected with slight 
increase of the crack width.  
A theoretical approach for predicting the permeability was proposed based on fracture 
distribution and single crack behavior. The coupled model simulates the seepage process 
(experimentally verified) as a function of opening and closure of microcracks. 
Destruction of the coal sample is the final outcome of damage accumulation. An increasing 
permeability of up to 2 orders of magnitude is directly connected to the crack/fracture network 
evolution. Dilatancy (volumetric deformation) of shear fractures causes substantial increase of 
permeability.  
Permeability and volumetric strain show nonlinear exponential relation after the expansion 
point. Piecewise relations fit the whole process. The expansion point can be treated as critical 
point. The structural characteristics of the samples influence this relation before and after the 
expansion point significantly. 
The numerical simulations provide guidance for practical gas control. Based on the 
experimental evidences, this micromechanical based modelling approach is applicable for the 
description of induced anisotropic damage and permeability evolution. The proposed model 
contains more parameters than classical macroscopic damage models. Therefore, adequate 
characterization of the internal structure as well as the hydro-mechanical properties and in-situ 
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stress conditions (and its change due to engineering activities or tectonic causes) are key issues 
for a realistic understanding and quantification of permeability and its evolution.  
6.2 Implications for practical purposes 
The present study offers several new approaches for industrial use and numerical simulation 
development. 
(1) The reconstruction process based on X-ray CT techniques offers non-destructive methods 
to investigate materials. This method is suitable for the research of sandstone, marble or other 
inhomogeneous rocks. If the components inside the materials show significant contrast, this 
method provides an accurate quantitative analysis for internal structures.  
(2) The new designed 3-axial compression model showed that DEM models can capture the 
expected macroscopic response via simulations with varying void ratio, confining stress and 
loading path without the need for model recalibration. The results showed that the new 
developed FW approach can replicate the boundary conditions better than rigid membranes or 
particle based membranes. It has been proven that the simulations have the ability to 
accommodate various failure modes. Different failure modes have been reproduced with 
numerical simulations considering varying confining pressures. Furthermore, the modeling of 
salt rock with creep effects is suitable for this method too. A wall servo function with specified 
confining stress is accessible. 
(3) The stress redistributions in surrounding coal rock in underground coal mines can be 
obtained by in-situ measurements and theoretical analysis. The coal samples from the field can 
be investigated following the methods mentioned in this work and relationships between 
permeability and volumetric strain can be achieved. After importing the relationship to in-situ 
conditions, the permeability evolution can be predicted at a specific position in the surrounding 
coal rocks.  
Traditional lab tests, such as uniaxial and triaxial tests, are needed to provide basic mechanical 
parameters. Numerical simulations offer effective methods to reproduce the seepage process. 
New coupled modeling like generated in this work provide a quantitative analysis to connect 
crack propagation and hydraulic properties. Volumetric strain becomes an impotent indicator 
to evaluate the permeability of coal rock. 
6.3 Outlook for future research 
The results of the work described in this thesis have contributed to the understanding of 
structural effects on seepage processes in coal samples experiencing different boundary 
conditions. This works provides a basis for improved permeability evolution modelling and 
hence for improved risk assessment and behavior prediction for underground mining 
operations. Nonetheless, the coupled models employed include several assumptions, and there 
are shortcomings in the experimental method, the equipment and the computational capabilities. 
Moreover, new problems are also identified. Some issues and suggestions for future research 
are discussed below. 
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(1) As all samples used are from one working face, they have similar structural characteristics 
and inclusive components. Investigations on more samples from different coal fields would be 
useful to get a more fundamental understanding for coupled effects.  
(2) All models in this study contain only one single type of inclusion. Sub-division of material 
is not included when analyzing the hydraulic properties. The influence of initial nano-pores and 
cracks is minor, their behavior cannot be completely captured with current laboratory 
apparatuses. Advanced measurement techniques are needed to research the sorption and 
diffusion processes at the µm-scale or even below.  
(3) The post-peak behavior related to strain and damage localization has not been considered 
in this paper, which may be one of the possible extensions of the present work. The validation 
against in situ measurements should also be crucial in view of engineering applications.  
(4) Future studies should therefore investigate the coupled effect of stress, swelling, sorption 
and diffusion on permeability of coal samples under in-situ boundary conditions. This can be 
approached by developing models linked to our property assignment at the microscopic level. 
These microscopic models should be validated by in-situ measurements or experiments. Also, 
how fracture permeability depends on gas pore pressure need to be investigated after 







A1: Wall update commands for FW approach in PFC3D 
Wall elements are updated by pairs, initially a pair of triangle walls forms one square unit. The 
following command codes are used to stretch or squeeze a wall to remain connecting with its 
surrounding walls. 
Code:  
loop foreach f1_ fl1_  ;loop the first wall facet of target unit 
v11_ = wall.facet.vertex(f1_,1) 
v12_ = wall.facet.vertex(f1_,2) 
v13_ = wall.facet.vertex(f1_,3) 
c11_ = wall.vertex.pos(v11_) 
c12_ = wall.vertex.pos(v12_) 
c13_ = wall.vertex.pos(v13_)  
;stretch or squeeze the wall element to the new shape by setting the new vertex positions 
;setting of target wall 
wall.vertex.pos(v11_) = c11_    ;set the vertex position of point Nr.1 (in vector) 
wall.vertex.pos(v12_) = cu1_    ;set the vertex position to connect the unit upside 
wall.vertex.pos(v13_) = cr1_    ;set the vertex position to connect the unit on right side 
;the exact coordinate of 3 vertices of new wall 1 
xc11_ = wall.vertex.pos.x(v11_) 
yc11_ = wall.vertex.pos.y(v11_) 
zc11_ = wall.vertex.pos.z(v11_) 
xcu1_ = wall.vertex.pos.x(vu1_) 
ycu1_ = wall.vertex.pos.y(vu1_) 
zcu1_ = wall.vertex.pos.z(vu1_) 
xcr1_ = wall.vertex.pos.x(vr1_) 
ycr1_ = wall.vertex.pos.y(vr1_) 
zcr1_ = wall.vertex.pos.z(vr1_) 
; caculate the area of the new triangle wall 
tf1_ = cons_ * ar1_   ; new target force, ar1_ is the new area of triangle wall  
xv1_ = wall.facet.normal.x(f1_) 
yv1_ = wall.facet.normal.y(f1_) 
zv1_ = wall.facet.normal.z(f1_) 




wall.servo.force.y(wp1) = yv1_ * tf1_ 
wall.servo.force.z(wp1) = zv1_ * tf1_ 
wall.servo.vmax(wp1) = _vmaxt     ;set the maximum velocity applied to reach target force  
wall.servo.gainfactor(wp1) = _gainfactort 
;setting of paired wall 
wall.vertex.pos(vp1_) = cr1_ 
wall.vertex.pos(vp2_) = cu1_ 
wall.vertex.pos(vp3_) = co1_    ;set the vertex position to connect the diagonal unit 
xco1_ = wall.vertex.pos.x(vo1_) 
yco1_ = wall.vertex.pos.y(vo1_) 
zco1_ = wall.vertex.pos.z(vo1_) 
tfp_ = cons_ * arp_   ;arp_ is the new area of paired triangle wall  
xvp_ = wall.facet.normal.x(fp_) 
yvp_ = wall.facet.normal.y(fp_) 
zvp_ = wall.facet.normal.z(fp_) 
wall.servo.force.x(wpp) = xvp_ * tfp_ 
wall.servo.force.y(wpp) = yvp_ * tfp_ 
wall.servo.force.z(wpp) = zvp_ * tfp_ 
wall.servo.vmax(wpp) = _vmaxt 
wall.servo.gainfactor(wpp) = _gainfactort 
end_loop 
 
A2: Cracks import and hydraulic property assignment in FLAC3D 
The following codes show the importing process from crack data to the FLAC3D model. Each 
zone, which represents a crack, is assigned with specific hydraulic properties based on distinct 
crack conditions. The assigned permeability is calculated according to the theoretical analysis 
based on the geometrical relations. 
Code: 
loop local _i(1,n_)     ; n is the total fracture number, and also the first line of data file 
l_  = file.read(line_,1)   ;load the line number  
local cx_ = string.token(line_(1),1)   ;load the crack position x  
local cy_ = string.token(line_(1),2)   ;load the crack position y 
local cz_ = string.token(line_(1),3)   ;load the crack position z 
local d_  = string.token(line_(1),4)   ;load the diameter of crack disk 




local ny_ = string.token(line_(1),6)   ;load the normal direction vector y 
local nz_ = string.token(line_(1),7)   ;load the normal direction vector z 
local fap_ = string.token(line_(1),8)   ;load the crack aperture 
local fsd_ = string.token(line_(1),9)   ;load the relative shear displacement 
local fddir_ = string.token(line_(1),10)   ;load the dip direction 
local fdip_ = string.token(line_(1),11)   ;load the dip 
local g_ = string.token(line_(1),12)   ;load the group name 
local strain_ = string.token(line_(1),13)   ;load the current strain value 
 loop foreach zp zone.list 
 id_ = id_ + 1   
 local x_ = zone.pos.x(zp) 
 local y_ = zone.pos.y(zp) 
 local z_ = zone.pos.z(zp) 
 local lam_ = math.abs((x_-cx_)*nx_ + (y_-cy_)*ny_ + (z_-cz_)*nz_)/1 ;the 1 below should 
be math.mag2(nx_, ny_, nz_) ,but for a unit vector it is always equal to 1 
 local vd_ = math.mag(x_-cx_-(lam_*nx_) , y_-cy_-(lam_*ny_) , z_-cz_-(lam_*nz_)) ; the 
distance from zone center to the disk 
  if z_ >= cz_ - 0.5*d_ 
   if z_ <= cz_ + 0.5*d_ 
    if y_ >= cy_ - 0.5*d_ 
     if y_ <= cy_ + 0.5*d_ 
      if x_ >= cx_ - 0.5*d_ 
       if x_ <= cx_ + 0.5*d_       ; narrow the searching range 
        if lam_ < (0.5*lavg) ;   ; value of half side length of zone 
         if vd_ <= (0.5* d_) then 
          if zone.group(zp) = 'matrix' 
          zone.fluid.model(zp) = 'isotropic' 
          zone.fluid.prop(zp,'porosity') = c_porosm ; equals to initial matrix property 
          zone.fluid.prop(zp,'permeability') = c_permm 
          if g_ = 'crack_tension' 
          zone.group(zp) = 'fractm' 
          zone.fluid.model(zp) = 'isotropic' 
          zone.fluid.prop(zp,'porosity') = (((1 - ((math.sqrt(((2*2e-3+(5e-5)+fap_)^2) … 
          -((2e-3)^2)*4/3))-(math.sqrt(6)*2*2e-3/3))/lavg))*c_porosm) … 
          + (((math.sqrt(((2*2e-3+(5e-5)+fap_)^2)-((2e-3)^2)*4/3)) … 




          zone.fluid.prop(zp,'permeability') = ((math.sqrt(((2*2e-3+(5e-5)+fap_)^2) … 
          - ((2e-3)^2)*4/3))-(math.sqrt(6)*2*2e-3/3))^3/(12*lavg) /(strain_*n_*0.05) … 
          + c_permm 
          else if g_ = 'crack_shear' then 
          zone.group(zp) = 'fracsm' 
          zone.fluid.model(zp) = 'isotropic' 
          zone.fluid.prop(zp,'porosity') = ((1 - (((fsd_+(math.sqrt((4e-3+5e-5)^2 … 
          - (4e-3)^2))) * (math.sqrt(3)-math.sqrt(2)))/lavg))*c_porosm)… 
          + ((fsd_+(math.sqrt((4e-3+5e-5)^2-(4e-3)^2))*(math.sqrt(3)-math.sqrt(2)))/lavg) 
          zone.fluid.prop(zp,'permeability') = ((fsd_+(math.sqrt((4e-3+(5e-5))^2 … 
          - (4e-3)^2)))*(math.sqrt(3)-math.sqrt(2)))^3/(12*lavg) /(strain_*n_*0.05) … 
          +c_permm 
          else  
          end_if 
         end_if 
        else 
        end_if 
       else 
       end_if 
      else 
      end_if 
     else 
     end_if 
    else 
    end_if 
    else 
    end_if 
   else 
   end_if 
  else 
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